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Abstract

Equipped with communication modules, drones can perform as drone-cells (DCs) that
provide on-demand communication services to users in various scenarios, such as traffic
monitoring, Internet of things (IoT) data collections, and temporal communication provi-
sioning. As the aerial relay nodes between terrestrial users and base stations (BSs), DCs
are leveraged to extend wireless connections for uncovered users of radio access networks
(RAN), which forms the drone-assisted RAN (DA-RAN). In DA-RAN, the communication
coverage, quality-of-service (QoS) performance and deployment flexibility can be improved
due to the line-of-sight DC-to-ground (D2G) wireless links and the dynamic deployment
capabilities of DCs. Considering the special mobility pattern, channel model, energy con-
sumption, and other features of DCs, it is essential yet challenging to design the flying
trajectories and resource allocation schemes for DA-RAN. In specific, given the emerging
D2G communication models and dynamic deployment capability of DCs, new DC deploy-
ment strategies are required by DA-RAN. Moreover, to exploit the fully controlled mobility
of DCs and promote the user fairness, the flying trajectories of DCs and the D2G com-
munications must be jointly optimized. Further, to serve the high-mobility users (e.g.
vehicular users) whose mobility patterns are hard to be modeled, both the trajectory plan-
ning and resource allocation schemes for DA-RAN should be re-designed to adapt to the
variations of terrestrial traffic. To address the above challenges, in this thesis, we propose a
DA-RAN architecture in which multiple DCs are leveraged to relay data between BSs and
terrestrial users. Based on the theoretical analyses of the D2G communication, DC energy
consumption, and DC mobility features, the deployment, trajectory planning and commu-
nication resource allocation of multiple DCs are jointly investigated for both quasi-static
and high-mobility users.

We first analyze the communication coverage, drone-to-BS (D2B) backhaul link qual-
ity, and optimal flying height of the DC according to the state-of-the-art drone-to-user
(D2U) and D2B channel models. We then formulate the multi-DC three-dimensional (3D)
deployment problem with the objective of maximizing the ratio of effectively covered users
while guaranteeing D2B link qualities. To solve the problem, a per-drone iterated particle
swarm optimization (DI-PSO) algorithm is proposed, which prevents the large particle
searching space and the high violating probability of constraints existing in the pure PSO
based algorithm. Simulations show that the DI-PSO algorithm can achieve higher coverage
ratio with less complexity comparing to the pure PSO based algorithm.

Secondly, to improve overall network performance and the fairness among edge and
central users, we design 3D trajectories for multiple DCs in DA-RAN. The multi-DC 3D
trajectory planning and scheduling is formulated as a mixed integer non-linear program-
ming (MINLP) problem with the objective of maximizing the average D2U throughput. To
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address the non-convexity and NP-hardness of the MINLP problem due to the 3D trajec-
tory, we first decouple the MINLP problem into multiple integer linear programming and
quasi-convex sub-problems in which user association, D2U communication scheduling, hor-
izontal trajectories and flying heights of DBSs are respectively optimized. Then, we design
a multi-DC 3D trajectory planning and scheduling algorithm to solve the sub-problems
iteratively based on the block coordinate descent (BCD) method. A k-means-based ini-
tial trajectory generation scheme and a search-based start slot scheduling scheme are also
designed to improve network performance and control mutual interference between DCs, re-
spectively. Compared with the static DBS deployment, the proposed trajectory planning
scheme can achieve much lower average value and standard deviation of D2U pathloss,
which indicate the improvements of network throughput and user fairness.

Thirdly, considering the highly dynamic and uncertain environment composed by high-
mobility users, we propose a hierarchical deep reinforcement learning (DRL) based multi-
DC trajectory planning and resource allocation (HDRLTPRA) scheme for high-mobility
users. The objective is to maximize the accumulative network throughput while satisfying
user fairness, DC power consumption, and DC-to-ground link quality constraints. To
address the high uncertainties of environment, we decouple the multi-DC TPRA problem
into two hierarchical sub-problems, i.e., the higher-level global trajectory planning sub-
problem and the lower-level local TPRA sub-problem. First, the global trajectory planning
sub-problem is to address trajectory planning for multiple DCs in the RAN over a long time
period. To solve the sub-problem, we propose a multi-agent DRL based global trajectory
planning (MARL-GTP) algorithm in which the non-stationary state space caused by multi-
DC environment is addressed by the multi-agent ngerprint technique. Second, based on the
global trajectory planning results, the local TPRA (LTPRA) sub-problem is investigated
independently for each DC to control the movement and transmit power allocation based
on the real-time user trafc variations. A deep deterministic policy gradient based LTPRA
(DDPG-LTPRA) algorithm is then proposed to solve the LTPRA sub-problem. With the
two algorithms addressing both sub-problems at different decision granularities, the multi-
DC TPRA problem can be resolved by the HDRLTPRA scheme. Simulation results show
that 40% network throughput improvement can be achieved by the proposed HDRLTPRA
scheme over the non-learning-based TPRA scheme.

In summary, we have investigated the multi-DC 3D deployment, trajectory planning
and communication resource allocation in DA-RAN considering different user mobility
patterns in this thesis. The proposed schemes and theoretical results should provide useful
guidelines for future research in DC trajectory planning, resource allocation, as well as the
real deployment of DCs in complex environments with diversified users.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Ubiquitous connectivity in anywhere at anytime with guaranteed quality-of-service (QoS)
is expected by users of future radio access networks (RAN) [1]. However, the radio coverage
holes (CHs) of terrestrial RAN caused by building blockage or lacking infrastructures, as
well as the highly dynamic and uneven distribution of terrestrial data traffic pose great
challenges to ensure the ubiquitous connectivity [2] [3] [4]. Although densely deploying
massive small cells can be a feasible solution, it is inefficient and costly for RAN operators
due to the high idle probability of small cells deployed for peak hours or remote areas [5]. To
address the challenges in a cost-efficient way, drone, a.k.a. unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV),
equipped with wireless communication modules is leveraged as drone-cell (DC) to assist
future RAN, which forms the drone-assisted RAN (DA-RAN). The DC can benefit DA-
RAN by its high-quality DC-to-ground (D2G) wireless links, the dynamic and controllable
deployment, and the on-broad communication and computing capabilities. In this chapter,
we first overview the drone communication, then introduce the DC and DA-RAN with their
specific communication, mobility, and resource allocation features. Finally, we elaborate
the three key problems investigated in this thesis.

1.1 Overview of Drone Communication

With the rapid development of automations and flying control technologies, drone is ex-
pected to perform essential roles in diversified scenarios of human life. As predicted by
Tractica, the number of drones will continue to surge over the next several years, with the
global annual unit shipment increasing more than tenfold from 6.4 million in 2015 to 67.7
million by 2021 [6]. Equipped with dedicated sensors or communication devices, drones
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can undertake various services such as traffic surveillance [7], forest fire monitoring [8],
homeland security [9], post-disaster rescue [10], logistics application (e.g. Amazon Prime
Air [11], DHL Parcelcopter [12]) and communication assistance [13] [14].

As the frontier technology in the evolution to the Internet of things (IoT) era, employing
drone to to support broadband wireless communication has attracted increasing research
attentions from both academia and industry. Both Google and Facebook announced their
drone communication projects (Project Loon [15], and Project Aquila [16]) respectively to
enhance ground communication via drone’s assistance. In 2016, Nokia proposed the UAV
traffic management (UTM) architecture for connected UAVs, where the UTM unit provides
functions of fleet management, automated UAV missions, three-dimensional (3D) naviga-
tion, and collision avoidance [17]. Intel and AT&T demonstrated the worlds first drone
connecting to long-term evolution (LTE) networks at the 2016 Mobile World Congress
[18]. Cooperating with China Mobile, Ericsson conducted the world’s first 5G-enabled
drone prototype field trial in Wuxi, China [19]. Qualcomm has published their Cellular
Drone Communication solution to accelerate the development and optimization of 5G net-
works, and submitted their local drone collaboration and remote control use cases to 3GPP
[20]. Huawei also announced the “Digital Sky Initiative” to spur development of drone ap-
plications and enable the low airspace digitized economy via enhanced low airspace network
coverage [21]. As the response from standardization group, 3GPP released the work item
“Enhanced LTE support for aerial vehicles” in 2018 [22].

Considering the different sizes, flying heights and utilities, drones with communica-
tion capabilities are usually divided into two main categories: the high altitude platform
(HAP) drone that can work at an altitude of 10-22 km, and the low altitude platform
(LAP) drone that can reach maximal hundreds meters heights. The HAP drones consist
of large-size drones, such as the fix-wing airship [16] or balloons [15]. With the 10-20
km radio coverage radius, HAP drones are ideal platforms to support broadcast services,
enhance communication services for rural areas, and relieve the network load on ground.
Specific spectrum bands at 28GHz (27.5-28.35GHz for down-link, 31.0-31.3GHz for up-
link), and 48GHz (47.9-48.2GHz, 47.2-47.5GHz for up-links and down-links) have been
allocated to HAP drone to ground communications. The LAP drones generally include
middle-size or small-size rotary-wing drones or helicopters, whose radio coverage radius
can only reach hundreds meters. However, due to their flexibility and low-cost, multiple
LAP drones can be dynamically deployed and form the drone swarm network to provide
temporal communication services, e.g. post-disaster communication recovery, communica-
tion assistance for dense scenarios. Existing works usually use Wi-Fi technology to support
LAP drone communication due to its availability [23]. Wi-Fi is also widely used in the
communication between commercial drones and their controllers. Other research focusing
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on the integration of drones and access networks mainly use LTE based communication
technologies, especially for D2G communications [24]. Besides, the Zigbee [25], millimeter
wave (mmWAVE) [26], and free-space-optics (FSO) [27] technologies are also implemented
by preceding works in different scenarios. However, there is still no dedicated spectrum
allocated to the LAP drone communications. Table 1.1 compares the difference between
HAP and LAP drones.

Table 1.1: Difference between HAP and LAP Drones

Features HAP drones LAP drones

Size Large-size Middle-size, small-size
Flying Height 17− 22 km [28] Up to 4km, usually less than

200m [29]
Radio Coverage
Radius

20− 30 km [28] Usually 100− 300m

Mobility Stationary, periodically move-
ment

Dynamic deployment

Duration Months or years [28] 0.5 − 2 hours, up to 5+ hours
[30] [31]

Deployment cost High Low
Maximal Payload
Weight

> 10kg 3− 5kg [30]

Typical use cases Broadcast services, rural area
communication enhancement,
ground network load offloading

Temporal communication assis-
tance, post-disaster communi-
cation recovery.

The research and implementations of drone communication mainly focus on two aspects:
the drone-to-drone (D2D) communication enabling the inter-drone data transmission in a
swarm of drones; and the drone-to-ground (D2G) communication by which drones inter-
acting with ground nodes (users or central controllers), as shown in Fig. 1.1.

Similar to the vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication in the vehicular ad hoc networks
(VANET), the LAP drones can communicate with each other in ad hoc manner without
the assistance of any ground infrastructure, which is referred to as D2D communications.
Multiple drones connected by D2D wireless links form a classic ad hoc network in the air,
which is referred to as the flying ad hoc networks (FANET). Terrestrial users can access
the FANET through any drones flying over them, while the interactions between Internet
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Figure 1.1: Overview of drone communication with D2D and D2G communications.

and the FANET are supported by some backbone drones (e.g. cluster heads of a swarm of
drones) connecting to the terrestrial RAN or satellite networks. Focusing on the inter-drone
communications, the FANET is mainly implemented in the infrastructure-less scenarios,
such as battle field or post-disaster areas, to conduct data collection or communication
recovery tasks. For instance, FANET has been leveraged during the 2011 Japan East great
earthquake for monitoring the damaged reactors at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power
plant [32]; In 2017, China mobile has successfully recovered LTE communication for over
30 km2 post-earthquake area through UAV-based BS [10]. Existing D2D communication
and FANET studies usually leverage the previous conclusions or achievements in VANET
research due to their high similarity. However, two unique features in D2D communication
have to be treated: 1) drones work in a 3D space while the vehicles are running on the
two-dimensional (2D) plane, which introduces more complex wireless channel characters
and antenna design requirements; and 2) the mobility of drones are usually centralized
controlled by the controllers or monitors, which is highly predictable and controllable in
network design.

Since the main purpose of drone communication is leveraging drone’s specific features
to improve the Internet access services for terrestrial users, it is inevitable to investigate
the D2G communications. Compared with the terrestrial wireless links, the D2G commu-
nication links have their unique features which requires specific D2G channel models. For
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instance, the D2G links have higher line-of-sight (LoS) probability than terrestrial wireless
links due to the high flying altitude and dynamic deployment capability of drones; the large
scale D2G pathloss is impacted by both horizontal distance and the drone flying height,
etc. Besides the specific wireless link features, the throughputs and latency requirements
for D2G communication are more strict than terrestrial wireless links because of the 3D
mobility of drones.

1.2 Drone-Cell and Drone-Assisted Radio Access Net-

works

Providing ubiquitous connectivity for users and devices with diversified service require-
ments is regarded as one of the key performance metrics for future RAN [1]. However,
coverage holes (CH) of terrestrial RAN prevail in both urban and rural scenarios due to
the lack of infrastructures or blocking by obstacles [2]. Besides, the highly dynamic and
uneven distribution of terrestrial data traffic poses great challenges to RAN in terms of
guaranteeing diversified QoS requirements for users, especially in high-mobility scenar-
ios [33]. To meet the ubiquitous connectivity requirements, considerable level of flexible
deployment is expected by future RAN.

In current RAN, all BSs, small cells, and remote radio heads (RRHs) are deployed in
certain geographical locations according to long-term traffic behaviors with little flexibility
to be re-deployed. Such rigid RANs are reluctant to maintain ubiquitous connectivity for
most 5G scenarios where dynamic data traffic occurs in both spatial and temporal domains
[34]. Although densely deploying massive small cells is one intuitive way to improve the user
coverage of RAN, the small cells deployed for peak hours or remote areas can have high idle
probability. Such high expenditure and low efficiency are unacceptable for RAN operators
[5]. Therefore, a new type of BSs or small cells with dynamic deployment capability is
required by future RAN to address the challenges.

1.2.1 Overview of Drone-Cell

Equipped with specific wireless modules and controlled by corresponding controllers (e.g.
edge servers on BSs), the flying drone can perform as DC to provide temporal and on-
demand communication services for users in areas of interests [13]. Comparing with legacy
BSs, the emerging DC technology is a promising solution to improve network flexibility
due to four advantages:
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1) Line-of-sight (LoS) connection: Constrained by the two-dimensional topology, tradi-
tional wireless links in RAN are obstructed by vehicles or buildings frequently. As a result,
most messages are transmitted through non-line-of-sight (NLoS) wireless links which can
seriously decrease the QoS of users [35]. On the contrary, DCs flying in the air have higher
probability to connect ground users via LoS links, which facilitates highly reliable commu-
nications [36]. This advantage is further enhanced by DCs’ mobility feature that allows
3D adjustments of their positions to avoid obstacles between DCs and users [37]. For the
backhaul links connecting DCs and their corresponding BSs, since the flying height of DCs
can be higher or close to the height of BS antennas, the backhaul connections are naturally
LoS with little probability to be blocked by tall buildings [24]. Note that the higher LoS
probability of D2G wireless link is only valid for outdoor users. For indoor users that nat-
urally blocked by the wall of buildings, neither the DC nor the conventional BSs outside
the room can provide LoS connections. Without loss of generality, in this thesis all the
users served by the DC are outdoor users, e.g. mobile users, connected vehicles.

2) Dynamic deployment: Different from traditional BSs which are statically fixed on
dedicated locations, DCs can be dynamically deployed according to the spatial and tempo-
ral changes of ground traffic, and allocated to different users or controllers on demands [38].
Comparing with deploying numerous static small-cells or RRHs, the dynamic deployment
capability of DCs can guarantee the same QoS level with less cost.

3) Fully-controlled mobility: Different from connected vehicles in VANET whose mo-
bility is controlled by drivers or autonomous vehicles themselves, the hovering positions
and flying trajectories of DCs are fully controlled by the corresponding controllers. This
fully-controlled mobility feature enables the dynamic deployment feature of DCs to assist
ground infrastructures [39].

4) Computing & caching capabilities: As the flying access platform close to dedicated
users, the DC holds the capability to conduct both computing and caching tasks through
on-broad CPU and memory. Combining with the communication capability, DCs can serve
as dynamic deployed edge devices to further improve the flexibility of ground networks.
For instance, the computation tasks of high-mobility users can be offloaded to DCs that
follows their mobility patterns, which enhances the hand-over performance and reduces the
service delay.

Similar to the terrestrial heterogeneous networks (HetNets), two types of DCs are con-
sidered in existing works: the macro DCs and the small DCs. Marco DCs are embedded
with full-functions of the ground BS to provide ubiquitous access services for ground users
(e.g. enhancing radio coverage in rural areas; assisting core network in congestion scenar-
ios, etc.). As the flying access point to core network, macro DCs have to ensure relatively
large radio coverage range and continuously work for long time, which can only be sup-
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ported by HAP drones. Theoretical analyses and field trials of using HAP drones to form
macro DCs have been conducted by various preceding works [40] [41] [42].

Different from macro DCs, the small DCs are usually equipped with partial functions of
the ground BS, such as the functions of a small-cell, to prevent large payload weight. Each
small DC is controlled and connects to its corresponding BS. For each BS, multiple small
DCs perform as its flying extensions that enhance its user coverage and flexibility. Consist
of LAP drones, the radio coverage range and working time of small DCs are limited,
while more flexibility and lower deployment cost are gained. So small DCs are mainly
used for scenarios with dynamic and temporal communication requirements (e.g. hand-off
enhancement for high mobility users; additional resource provision for temporary events;
compensation for temporary coverage holes (CHs), etc.) Existing works investigating small
DCs mainly focus on their 3D spatial deployment and mobility management issues [1].

1.2.2 Drone-Assisted Radio Access Networks Architecture

Inspired by the four advantages of DCs, the DA-RAN architecture is proposed by some
pioneer works to enable flexible deployment capability for future RAN. In DA-RAN, single
or multiple DCs are dynamically deployed to serve users in areas of interest (AoIs) using
additional spectrum resource, and relay data between user and terrestrial BSs. AoIs include
both the CHs of terrestrial RAN’s communication coverage, as well as the bursty traffic
spots (BTSs) where allocated terrestrial RAN resources are inadequate to support the
dense traffic, e.g. congested roads, stadium with sports events, etc.

Different deployment architectures of DA-RAN are designed for different scenarios.
In specific, various DA-RAN architectures in existing works can be categorized into two
categories according to the DC types, i.e., the macro DC DA-RAN and the small DC
DA-RAN. Fig. 1.2. illustrates the two architectures.

The Macro DC DA-RAN is referred to as the DA-RAN composed by macro DCs, where
each DC is equipped with full functions of a ground BS. As an independent RAN flying
over the terrestrial RAN, macro DC DA-RAN usually working on non-cellular band that
provides additional spectrum resource to alleviate the spectrum scarcity and enhance the
connectivity of ground users. The backhaul link is specifically defined for each DC, one
DC can communicate with multiple ground access points (e.g. BSs), while multiple DCs
can also access core network via a same central nodes, such as the satellite. The reason
for using macro DC is to guarantee the large energy consumption required by full BS
functions, and support large radio coverage area comparable to ground BS. Classic works
in macro DC DA-RAN research mainly focus on the network design and DC deployment to
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Figure 1.2: Two deployment architectures of DA-RAN: a) Macro DC DA-RAN, b) Small
DC DA-RAN.

provide ubiquitous access services for users. In [40], Chandrasekharan et al. reported the
detailed challenges in the design and implementation of a A-RAN consisting of LTE-A base
stations. They show that the Helikite enabled aerial platform solutions and LTE-A can be
proficiently used to provision Internet access to ground users. Dong et al. investigated the
constellation design of DC deployment. Based on the radio coverage model of single DC, a
cost-efficient optimization framework is designed to maximize network capacity under the
QoS constraints [28]. Based on the multi-tire macro DC DA-RAN architecture proposed
in [1], Alzenad et al. leveraged HAP and LAP drones to providing communication service
by the help of FSO based air-to-ground links [27].

In small DC DA-RAN, all DCs only exchange data with corresponding central BSs.
This architecture is similar to the cloud-RAN (C-RAN) architecture while the RRHs are
replaced by DCs [43]. BSs perform as centralized controllers that manage the deployment
and resource allocation for DCs. For each BS, it release multiple DCs over the AoIs within
its communication coverage. Users in AoIs can directly access to DCs, then connect to
the BS by the relay of DCs. Since each DC only performs as the flying extension of
its corresponding BS, partial BS functions can be embedded on the DC to saving power
consumption. To ensure fast re-deployments and eliminate the inter-drone interference, the
small DC with relatively small radio coverage and high flexibility is the desirable platform
to support small DC DA-RAN. Field experiments have been conducted to prove that LAP
drone based DCs hold the capability of improving the signal strength for CHs under this
architecture [44]. Emerging works in DA-RAN research mainly focus on the deployment
and mobility design of DCs, which is the main topic of this proposal too. In this thesis, we
focus on the small DC DA-RAN. Without specifications, all DCs discussed in the remainder
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of this thesis are referred to as small DCs supported by LAP drones, and all DA-RAN in
the following contents denote the small DC DA-RAN.

The main differences between DA-RAN and conventional RAN are compared in Table
1.2, where the wired links are denoted as —, the wireless links are denoted as · · · .

Table 1.2: Comparison between DA-RAN and Conventional RAN

DA-RAN Conventional RAN

Components Users in AoIs, DCs, macro BSs Cellular users, small-cells,
macro BSs

Data transmission User · · · DC · · · BSs — core
network

User · · · (small-cell —) BSs —
core network

Spectrum resources D2U: Unlicensed spectrum Cellular spectrum
D2B: cellular spectrum,
mmWAVE

Channel models Specific D2G channel models
[45] [24]

Terrestrial wireless channel
models (free-space model,
Okumura-Hata model, etc.)

1.3 Motivations and Contributions

1.3.1 Challenges of Drone-Assisted Radio Access Networks

Although the DA-RAN has attracted increasing research attentions [46] and field tests [44],
the design and implementation of DA-RAN still face four essential challenges.

1) D2G communication features: In specific, the D2G communication can be further
classified into drone-to-user (D2U) and drone-to-BS (D2B) communications. D2U commu-
nication: The D2U communications focus on the data transmission between drones and
their associated terrestrial users. For users in CHs, the D2U communication can directly use
cellular bands to serve them, which realizes transparent network access for users. While in
scenarios where DCs and ground BSs work cooperatively, to alleviate interference and bring
additional resources, the D2U communication is expected to operate in different spectrum
from the licensed cellular bands. Currently, the WiFi bands used by commercialized drone
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products [25] and the TV White Space [47] are promising candidates for conducting D2U
communications. D2B Communication: The D2B communications are conducted between
drones and BSs. The high capacity and data rate requirements of D2B communication
are essential challenges since each D2B link has to relay all the data between the BS and
users served by the drones. Cross-layer optimization is required to handle the unexpected
wireless fading and interference. For example, dedicated spectrum bands and high MAC
priority can be allocated to D2B links; some authentications or routing discovery processes
can be simplified or removed to reduce delay. One promising solution for this issue is the
mmWAVE technology that can provide up to 20 Gbps data-rate transmission [48].

2) 3D deployment and trajectory designs for multiple DCs: Since the DA-RAN’s ca-
pability to address terrestrial traffic variations is enabled by DC’s dynamic deployment
capability, the DC trajectory planning problem, which designs flying traces of DCs to
serve terrestrial users in AoIs, is essential for DA-RAN research. On the other hand, the
resource allocation decisions of each DC can be adapted to fit diversified user distribution
status in different deploying locations. Therefore, the trajectory planning and resource
allocation for the DC should be jointly investigated, which forms the DC trajectory plan-
ning and resource allocation (TPRA) problem. However, existing studies on DC TPRA
research usually investigate the highly simplified and abstracted scenario where a single
DC flying on a fixed height, which forms a 2D plane over the ground. To further improve
the network performance, the 3D deployment and trajectory design, which fully exploits
the dynamic deployment capability of DC, are expected in DA-RAN research. Besides,
considering the large scenario with more than one BS and DC, the inter-DC interference
must be addressed in the TPRA strategies for multiple DCs.

3) DC energy consumption constraint: Constrained by the limited battery capacity,
the LAP drone based DC cannot keep working 24-hour long as the ground BS [49]. The
energy constraint of DCs requires appropriate power consumption trade-off between flying
control module and communication module. The power consumed by the flying control
module is defined as propulsion power, which has been measured through experiments
[50]. The results show that three types of flying modes (hovering, horizontal flying and
vertical flying) consume same level of energy, while the weight of loads carried by drones
impacts power consumption most. Currently, the most endurable DC can keep flying up
to 5+ hours [30], which is adequate for temporary communication provision tasks. The
power used by the communication module, a.k.a. communication power consumption, is
usually hundred times smaller than the propulsion power consumption. For instance, a
typical rotary-wing drone with 10 km/h flying speed can have 1158.919 Watt propulsion
power, while only require around 1 Watt data transmit power, according to the power
consumption models used in Chapter 5. Although the power consumption is dominated by
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the propulsion power, the transmit power allocation can significantly impact the trajectory
planning and deployment of one DC, which is directly related to propulsion power. The
joint optimization of both communication and propulsion power consumption should be
considered in DA-RAN design.

4) Support high-mobility users The DC TPRA problem has been studied by some
pioneer works with the objectives of optimizing DA-RAN throughput or QoS of users [39]
[51]. In those works, the trajectory of each DC is modeled as a closed curve composed by
discrete 3D locations. The DC sequentially transverses each location and serves associated
users to the locations according to scheduled time slots. Given this trajectory model,
the terrestrial users or AoIs are assumed to be quasi-static nodes, which simplifies the
problem to be solved by optimization methods. However, the assumptions of deterministic
trajectory and the quasi-static user model is only applicable for static or low-mobility users
with scheduled communications, e.g. data collection for massive Internet of things (IoT)
devices [52]. To adapt to the non-static environment with high-mobility users, new DC
TPRA approach is expected to make TPRA decisions for DCs according to environment
variations [53].

Besides the technical challenges, most countries in the world have published various
regulations in terms of the usage of commercial drones [37]. To ensure the legal use of DCs,
all DCs in DA-RAN have to be maintained by the DA-RAN operators or governments
directly, instead of controlled by the individual users. However, it is inevitable for the
operators or governments to control massive DCs by autonomous algorithms or artificial
intelligence (AI), such as the algorithms and schemes proposed in this thesis. The new
regulations and laws concerning the AI-controlled or machine-controlled DCs are required
for future DA-RAN. Nevertheless, in this thesis we focus on the technical challenges faced
by DA-RAN.

1.3.2 Approaches and Contributions

To address the four challenges faced by current DA-RAN, in this thesis, we investigate
the D2G communication and DC energy consumption in DA-RAN, and propose the multi-
DC 3D trajectory planning and resource allocation schemes to serve both quasi-static and
high-mobility terrestrial users. In specific, we focus on the following three research topics.

• To design the 3D deployment schemes of multiple DCs for quasi-static AoIs, we an-
alyze the communication coverage, D2B link quality, as well as the optimal flying
height of the DC, according to the state-of-the-art D2U and D2B channel models.
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Then, a multi-DC 3D deployment problem is formulated, with the objective of max-
imizing the effectively covered users while maintaining D2U and D2B link qualities.
To solve the problem, we propose a per-drone iterated particle swarm optimization
(DI-PSO) algorithm. Compared with the pure particle swarm optimization (PSO)
based algorithm derived by related works, the large particle searching space and the
high violation ratio of D2G communication constraints are prevented by the DI-
PSO algorithm. Simulations show that the DI-PSO algorithm can achieve higher
user overage ratio with less computing complexity than that of the pure PSO based
algorithm.

• To further improve the network performance and the fairness among edge and cen-
tral users, we study the multi-DC 3D trajectory design in DA-RAN based on the
static deployment results of DCs. We formulate the multi-DC 3D trajectory plan-
ning and scheduling problem as a mixed integer non-linear programming (MINLP)
problem with the objective of maximizing the average D2U throughput. To address
the non-convexity and NP-hardness of the MINLP problem caused by the 3D trajec-
tories, we first decouple the MINLP problem into multiple integer linear programming
(ILP) or quasi-convex sub-problems in which user association, D2U communication
scheduling, horizontal trajectories and flying heights of DCs are respectively opti-
mized. Then, a multi-DC 3D trajectory planning and scheduling algorithm is pro-
posed to solve the sub-problems iteratively based on the block coordinate descent
(BCD) method. We further design a k-means-based initial trajectory generation and
a search-based start slot scheduling schemes to improve network performance and
ensure inter-DC distance constraint, respectively. Compared with the static DBS
deployment, the proposed trajectory planning can achieve 10-15 dB reduction on av-
erage D2U pathloss, and reduce the D2U pathloss standard deviation by 68%, which
indicate the improvements of network throughput performance and user fairness.

• To design trajectories and allocated resource for multiple DCs in the dynamic en-
vironment composed by high-mobility users (e.g. vehicular users), we leverages the
deep reinforcement learning (DRL) technique, and propose a hierarchical DRL based
multi-DC trajectory planning and resource allocation (HDRLTPRA) scheme. To ad-
dress the high uncertainties of high-mobility users, we decouple the multi-DC TPRA
problem into two hierarchical sub-problems, i.e., the higher-level global trajectory
planning (GTP) sub-problem and the lower-level local TPRA (LTPRA) sub-problem.
In particular, the GTP sub-problem roughly plans trajectories for multiple DCs over
a long time period in a large area. A multi-agent DRL based GTP (MARL-GTP)
algorithm, which learns the joint trajectory planning policy for multiple DCs to
maximize the accumulative number of users being served, is proposed to solve the
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GTP sub-problem. Given the global trajectory planning results, the LTPRA sub-
problem controls the real-time movement of single DC and resource allocation within
its communication coverage. For the LTPRA sub-problem, we further design a deep
deterministic policy gradient based LTPRA (DDPG-LTPRA) algorithm executed
on each DC independently, which adjusts the DC movements and allocate transmit
power over a continuous action space, in response to the real-time user traffic vari-
ations. Real-world scenario based simulations show the HDRLTPRA scheme can
improve the total achieved network throughput by 40% when compared with the
model-based TPRA scheme.

1.4 Thesis Outline

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we present a comprehen-
sive review of related works in terms of DC deployment, DC trajectory planning, and joint
DC trajectory planning resource allocation in DA-RAN. In Chapter 3, we elaborate the
analytical results of DC’s communication features, and introduce the DI-PSO algorithm
proposed for the multi-DC 3D deployment problem. In Chapter 4, the multi-DC 3D tra-
jectory planning and scheduling problem is formulated and decoupled into sub-problems.
Then, a 3D trajectory planning and scheduling algorithm is proposed to solve the sub-
problem iteratively, which designs the 3D trajectories and communication schedule for
multiple DCs. In Chapter 5, we formulate the multi-DC TPRA problem in highly dy-
namic and uncertain scenario with high-mobility users. Then, the problem is decoupled
into two hierarchical sub-problems, and the MARL-GTP algorithm and the DDPG-LTPRA
algorithm are introduced to solve the two sub-problems,respectively. Finally, we conclude
the thesis and discuss future works in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

This chapter aims to introduce the background and related works of DA-RAN research,
including the D2G communication models, DC deployment, DC trajectory planning, as
well as the joint trajectory planning and resource allocation for DCs.

2.1 D2G Communication Models

As the foundation of wireless communication and RAN research, the wireless channel model
is an inevitable element defined in different scenarios or systems. Since the 3D working
space and the dynamic deployment capability of drones bring new features to the wireless
channel models of both D2D and D2G communications, it is unreasonable to using most
of the classic channel models concluded from ground infrastructure based experiments.
According to abundant field tests data in different scenarios, some pioneer researchers
begin to derive dedicated channel models for drone communications, especially the D2G
channel models.

In 2014, Al-Hourani et al. built an D2G pathloss model for low altitude platforms
including DC [45], which sets the D2G channel model foundation for subsequent research
on DA-RAN. In [45], a close-form expression of D2G pathloss model is proposed in which
the probabilities of both LoS and NLoS D2G links in different scenarios are considered.
Specifically, the LoS probability of D2G link is [45]:

PLoS(r, h) =
1

1 + a exp(−b(arctan(h
r
)− a))

, (2.1)
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where h is the DC flying altitude, r is the horizontal distance between the DC and the
user. a and b are constant values determined by environment, such as urban, suburban,
rural, etc. Neglecting the antenna heights of users and DCs, the average D2G pathloss can
be calculated as follows [45]:

PL(r, h) = 20 log(
4πfc
√
h2 + r2

c
)

+ PLoS(r, h)ηLoS + (1− PLoS(r, h))ηNLoS,

(2.2)

where fc (in Hz) is the carrier frequency, c (in m/s) is the speed of light. ηLoS and ηNLoS
are average additional losses for LoS and NLoS links which are environment-dependent.
The following Table 2.1 shows the values of parameters (a, b, ηLoS, ηNLoS) in different envi-
ronments.

Table 2.1: D2U Pathloss Parameters for Different Environments

Environment (a, b, ηLoS, ηNLoS)

Highrise Urban (27.23, 0.08, 2.3, 34)
Dense Urban (12.08, 0.11, 1.6, 23)
Urban (9.61, 0.16, 1, 20)
Suburban (4.88, 0.43, 0.1, 21)

Fig. 2.1 shows the average D2G pathloss versus the altitude of DC for different r and
fc. In Fig. 2.1, all pathloss curves decrease first then increase slowly with the increasing
of altitude. This is because in low altitude space, D2G pathloss is mainly determined by
the LoS probability, raising altitude leads to sharp increasing of PLoS(r, h) and decreases
the pathloss level; while in high altitude space, PLoS(r, h) remains nearly constant for all
altitude values, and the pathloss curves are dominated by free space attenuation instead
of PLoS(r, h). Apart from the altitude, horizontal distance r and carrier frequency fc also
influence the D2G pathloss. Increasing r can raise all pathloss values on a curve and change
the curve’s shape. Increasing fc impacts the first term in Eq. (2.2), and shifts the whole
curve up by a constant value.

As the extension work, in 2017 Al-Hourani et al. formulated a D2B pathloss model
for suburban scenario based on massive field experiments data [24]. The model indicates
a trade-off in the channel performance as the vertical angle between the DC and the BS
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Figure 2.2: D2B pathloss model.

increases. Dominated by LoS links, there is no random factor in the model of average D2B
pathloss [24]. The average D2B pathloss is calculated by the cellular-to-UAV pathloss
model in [24], which can be expressed as follows:

PL(rDB, θ) = 10α log(rDB) + A(θ − θ0)e(
θ0−θ
B

) + η0, (2.3)

where rDB is the horizontal distance between the DC and the BS. θ indicates the vertical
angle between the DC and the BS in degree. α, A, θ0, B, and η0 represent the terrestrial
pathloss exponent, excess pathloss scaler, angle offset, angle scaler, and excess pathloss
offset, respectively. Except rDB and θ, all other parameters in Eq. (2.3) are constants
depending on different environments. For the suburban environment investigated by [24],
the values of parameter list (α,A, θ0, B, η0) is (3.04,−23.29,−3.61, 4.14, 20.7). Since all
experiments and modeling conducted in [24] use 850MHz frequency band that falls into
the widely used LTE bands ranging from 700MHz to 900MHz, the carrier frequency is not
reflected as one parameter in Eq. (2.3).

Curves of average D2B pathloss versus DC to BS vertical angle under different rDB

are shown in Fig. 2.2. All pathloss curves decrease first then increase with the increasing
of θ. The minimal pathloss values are achieved around 0◦ for all curves. Different from
the D2G links modeled in [45], the D2B links can keep maintaining LoS condition due to
less obstacles between them, so the dominate coefficient that impacts average pathloss is
the spatial distance dDB between DC and the BS. For any fixed rDB, dDB that minimizes
the free space attenuation can be obtained when θ equals to 0◦, which is reflected as the
minimal value of the curve.
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Note that for both the D2U and D2B pathloss models are large-scale pathloss models
with the shadowing effects considered in the environment-based parameters. There is no
widely accepted small-scale pathloss models for the D2G communication currently. Besides,
the environment are all considered as ideal environment without unusual impactors, such
as heavy snows or rains.

2.2 DC Deployment in DA-RAN

The main design objective of DC deployment is to optimize multiple DCs flying altitude,
horizontal positions, and/or spatial density to achieve the maximum radio coverage in
a given area without violate dedicated constraints, such as interference, D2G channel
pathloss, etc. According to the DC deployment results, each BS release multiple DCs
hovering over its CHs or dense traffic areas where additional communication resources are
required, i.e. traffic congestion road, concerts and sports events, etc. Since the CHs and
dense traffic areas are dynamically changing in both spatial and temporal domains, the
DCs have to be re-deployed periodically based on their changes.

Recently there have been extensive research efforts to investigate the 3D DC deploy-
ment problem. Through field experiments, Dhekne et al. demonstrated DCs’ capability of
improving the signal strength in CHs when they perform as the aerial extensions of BSs
[44]. In [1], multi-tier drone networks are introduced to complement terrestrial HetNets,
the advancements and challenges related to the operation and deployment of DCs were
investigated. To minimize the number of DCs needed to provide radio coverage for a group
of distributed ground terminals (GTs), Lyu et al. designed a polynomial-time algorithm
with successive DC placement, where the macro-BSs are placed sequentially starting on
the area perimeter of the uncovered GTs along a spiral path towards the center, until all
GTs are covered [54]. Considering the fly-hover-and-communicate scenario where the GTs
are partitioned into disjoint clusters sequentially served by the DC as it hovers above the
corresponding clusters, He et al. jointly optimized the DC’s flying altitude and antenna
beam-width for throughput optimization in DC downlink multicasting, downlink broad-
casting, and uplink multiple access [55]. In [56], Zhang et al. studied the spectrum sharing
of Drone-Small-Cells network modeled by the 3D Poisson point process, and found the
optimal density of DSCs to maximize the network throughput while satisfying the cellular
network efficiency constraint.

Leveraging the pathloss model in [45], some researchers focus on exploring the opti-
mal DC deployment that maximizes specific performance metrics. In [51], Mozaffari et al.
designed a clustering approach to find the optimal trajectories and locations of DCs that
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maximize the information collection gain from ground IoT devices. Yang et al. proposed
a holistic framework using DCs to assist 5G networks in flash crowd traffic scenarios,
and design a “first-selfish and second-share” method for DC deployments [57]. In [56],
Zhang et al. optimized the DC density in DC network to maximize the network through-
put while satisfying the efficiency requirements of the cellular network. Bor-Yaliniz et al.
formulated the 3D placement problem for single DC as a Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Pro-
gramming (MINLP) problem, and solve it through bisection search algorithm [58]. An
optimal DC placement algorithm maximizing the number of covered users with minimum
power consumptions was designed by Alzenad et al., in which the DC deployment problem
is decoupled in the vertical and horizontal dimensions and solved respectively [59]. Zhou
et al. studied the downlink coverage features of DC using Nakagami-m fading models,
and calculated the optimal height and density of multiple DCs to achieve maximal cover-
age probability [60]. Considering delay-tolerant and delay-sensitive users, Kalantari et al.
proposed an algorithm to find efficient DC deployment, user-DC associations and wireless
backhaul bandwidth allocations to maximize the sum logarithmic rate of the users in a
heterogeneous network. As the state-of-the-art work, even the Q-learning based approach
was leveraged by Ghanavi et al. to find the optimum deployment position for the DC. Sim-
ulation results show this method provides an effective placement strategy which increases
the QoS of wireless networks [61].

Various constraints have to be considered in the optimization of static DC deployment,
i.e. Drone-to-User (D2U), Drone-to-BS (D2B) link qualities, battery capacity of DC, inter-
DC interference, DC to terrestrial RAN interference, etc. Among them, the most essential
one is the D2B link quality constraint, which is simplified or ignored by most works.
Although the D2B link quality constraint is unnecessary under the assumption that the
DC or DC swarm are isolated with terrestrial networks, in reality most services supported
by DC still have to communicate with the core network enabled by terrestrial networks.
Since the ultimate purpose of DSB is relaying data between terrestrial BSs and users in AoI,
it is inevitable to ignore D2B communication constraints in the DC deployment research,
especially for the DA-RAN scenario. Considering the D2B backhaul links, Kalantari et al.
further explored the deployment of multiple DCs, and find the minimum number of DCs for
dedicated user coverage constraint by using swarm intelligence based heuristic algorithm
[62]. As the extension work of [62], the optimal 3D backhaul-aware placement of a DC in
2 different approaches, namely network-centric and user-centric, was found [63]. In [64]
and [65], a swarm of DCs were regarded as backhaul/fronthaul hubs for small-cells via free-
space-optics /mmWave links by Shah et al., in which the DC deployment and association is
jointly optimized through heuristic methods. In [66], Fouda et al. introduced DCs into the
in-band integrated access and backhaul (IB-IAB) scenarios for 5G networks, and proposed
the algorithm for DCs deployment. However, the D2B backhaul channel models used in
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those works are either as same as the D2U pathloss model [65] or traditional terrestrial
channel models [66]. In this thesis, we further implement the specific D2B channel model
derived in [24] to highlight the D2B channel features.

2.3 DC Trajectory Planning in DA-RAN

Since the distribution of AoI changes dynamically in both spatial and temporal domains,
the DCs have to be re-deployed periodically according to the dynamic distribution of AoI.
In static DC deployment, the AoI located at the edge of the DC’s radio coverage suffer
relatively high pathloss comparing with the AoI located at the center of the DC’s coverage.
Although more strict D2U link quality constraint can be applied to minimize the pathloss
difference between edge and center AoI, more DCs are required to ensure the same level of
coverage ratio, which increases the deployment cost.

Comparing with the DC deployment in which DCs hovers as relatively stationary nodes,
the DC trajectory planning is proposed in a mobile scenario where DCs keeps flying over
multiple BSs or areas of interests periodically following the designed trajectory. To promote
the fairness for all AoIs and maintain low deployment cost, specific DC can periodically
flying over multiple AoIs that cannot be covered by the DC simultaneously, and provide
communication servers for AoIs within its instantaneous radio coverage. The purpose of
DC trajectory planning is to design an optimal trajectory for each DC which traverse all
required AoIs to maximize QoS gains without violating any constraints. Comparing with
statically deploying DCs and ignoring the uncovered AoIs, though some AoIs among the
trajectory can suffer QoS lost in outage intervals where no data transmission occurs due
to uncovered by DC, the overall QoS can be enhanced by leveraging trajectory planning.

The key of trajectory planning is to optimize two essential metrics: 1) the flying tra-
jectory of the DC, and 2) the flying schedule of the DC within one period. Fig. 2.3 shows
an scenario of the multi-DC trajectory planning problem. Within the radio coverage of
one central BS, twenty AoIs are associated to four DCs, which is denoted as squares with
different colors. The dotted-line with different colors represent the optimized trajectories
for each DC respectively. As shown in Fig. 2.3, the DC trajectory usually exactly traverses
over all AoIs to obtain optimum D2U channel conditions to each DA. However, noticing
that the red and magenta trajectories both avoid traversing one AoI associated to it, this is
caused by applying inter-DC interference constraints. Comparing with the DC deployment
approach statically deploying each DC over the center of its radio coverage scope (denoted
as dash-line), the multiple DC trajectories planning approach can periodically serve each
AoI with optimum D2U channels, which improves overall QoS of all AoIs associated to
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Figure 2.3: Overview of multi-DC trajectories planning problem.

each DC, and further enhances the performance of whole DA-RAN.

The trajectory of each DC is usually modeled as follows. Considering one arbitrary DC
serves its AoIs via a periodic/cyclical TDMA manner with each period/cycle of duration
denoted by T . Each period T is discretized into N equal-time slots, indexed by n =
1, ..., N . The elemental slot length δt = T

N
is chosen to be sufficiently small to describe the

minimal status-change for the DC. Based on this model, the DC trajectory over T can be
approximated by the N two-dimensional sequences:

p[n] = [x[n], y[n]]T , n = 1, ..., N (2.4)

where x[n] and y[n] denote the horizontal coordinates of the DC at slot n. Two trajectory
constraints are considered in our work: 1)Each DC needs to return to its initial location by
the end of each period T such that users can be served periodically, which implies that the
trajectory of each DC has to be a closed curve; 2) The instantaneous speed of DC cannot
exceed the speed threshold Vmax. The two constraints can be represented as follows:

p[1] = p[N ], (2.5)

‖p[n+ 1]− p[n]‖2 ≤ ‖Vmaxδt‖2, n = 1, ..., N − 1. (2.6)
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According to 2.4, the distance from the DC to AoI i in time slot n can be expressed as:

di[n] =

√
H2 + ‖p[n]− wi‖2, (2.7)

where H is the flying height of the DC, wi represent the coordinates of AoI i.

Given the trajectory model, we can further schedule the N slots in T to serve different
AoIs. For each DC, the scheduling process is modeled by defining a binary decision variable
si[n], which indicates AoI i is served by the DC in time slot n if si[n] equals to 1; otherwise
si[n] equals to 0.

In most literatures, they consider the scenario where a dedicated DC periodically flies
along the closed trajectory, therefore the time for one DC traverses the whole trajectory
back to the original point is defined as one period of the trajectory. To improve the QoS
gains, DC can have different status at specific points along the trajectory, for instance, large
number of works allow DC hover dedicated time on some key points where the maximum
D2G throughput can be obtained; while for the connecting paths between two key points
where high D2G pathloss is suffered, the DC can increase flying speed to save the traversing
time. Since that, the hovering and flying intervals corresponding to different DC status
over one period have to be optimized, which is referred to as the flying schedule of DC
trajectory. Existing work usually joint optimize both trajectory and flying schedule for
one DC.

In [67], Li et al. proposed an cooperative relaying scheme in which multiple DCs relay
data from terrestrial sensors to the BS using time division multiple access (TDMA). As a
pioneer work, the UAVs trajectories are assumed to be pre-determined and not optimized,
which simplifies the design to a DC-packet matching problem. Mozaffari et al studied
both the static and mobile DC-enabled wireless networks underlaid with a device-to-device
communication network [68]. Though the trajectory optimization is considered in this
work, the D2U communications are only permitted at pre-defined stop points, which fails
to exploit the impact of DC mobility feature on the network performance. Motivated
by [68], Zeng et al. proposed a general framework for joint trajectory and communication
optimization in D2U point-to-point communication scenario [69]. The trajectory designs in
[70] and [69] can be considered as a generalization of the DCs trajectory planning problem,
subject to practical constraints on the DCs mobility, such as its initial/final locations,
maximum speed and acceleration, etc.

Besides the constraints from DC’s mobility, some researchers further investigate the
DC trajectory planning problem with general QoS constraints. For UAV-enabled multiuser
communication networks, Lyu et al. proposed a novel cyclical multiple access scheme in
[71], where the UAV periodically serves each of the ground users along its cyclical trajec-
tory via TDMA. To maximize the minimum downlink throughput over ground users, Wu
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et al. formulated a mixed integer non-convex optimization problem in which the multi-user
communication scheduling and association are jointly optimized with DCs trajectories and
power control schemes [39]. Block coordinate descent and successive convex optimization
techniques are used for solving the problem. Considering the delay constraints, Wu et
al. further studied a DC-enabled orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)
network where a DC is dispatched to serve a group of delay-sensitive users on the ground
[72]. The DC trajectory and OFDMA resource allocation are jointly optimized to maximize
the minimum average throughput of all users by leveraging an iterative parameter-assisted
block coordinate descent method. In [73], Zhang et al. investigated the security issue in
DC trajectory planning, which implements physical layer security technique into trajectory
design and power control of DC to realize secure D2G communications. Even the proactive
caching technique has been applied in DC trajectory planning. in [74], Xu et al. revealed
the fundamental trade-off between the file caching cost, which is the total time required
for the DC to transmit files to designated caching ground nodes, and the file retrieval cost,
which is the average time required for serving one file request. A heuristic algorithm is
proposed to jointly design the file catching policy, the DC trajectory and the communi-
cation scheduling, which characterizes the trade-off. To dynamically deploy multiple DCs
while maintaining the connectivity among them, Zhao et al. proposed both the central-
ized and distributed DC motion control algorithms for scenarios with or without global
information of users [75]. As the pioneer works of trajectory planning, [39] [72] set the
foundation models for DC trajectory planning. However, in those works the flying height
of all DC are treated as a pre-defined constant, and most of them idealize the D2B link
quality constraints. In this paper, not only the D2B link quality constraint is introduced
in problem formulation and optimization, but also the flying heights of each DC at every
slots are jointly optimized with the horizontal trajectory.

2.4 Joint DC Trajectory Planning and Resource Al-

location in DA-RAN

Given the trajectory planning results, the resource allocation decisions of each DC should
be adapted to fit the user distribution status in different deploying locations. Therefore, the
trajectory planning and resource allocation for the DC should be jointly investigated, which
forms the DC trajectory planning and resource allocation (TPRA) problem. The resources
can be allocated in DA-RAN includes the DC communication resource (bandwidth or
physical resource blocks (RBs)), computing resource (CPU), caching resource (on-broad
memory or cache), as well as the energy consumptions (transmit power, propulsion power of
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DC), etc. Considering different user scenarios, two types of TPRA schemes are investigated
by existing works, i.e., the model-based schemes that calculate the optimal TPRA decisions
for quasi-static AoIs or users, and the learning-based schemes that dynamically determine
the movements and resource allocations of DCs according to the variations of terrestrial
user traffic.

2.4.1 Model-based Trajectory Planning and Resource Allocation

As the pioneer works of model-based DC TPRA research, [39] and [51] define the initial
TPRA problem in which the DC periodically serves quasi-static terrestrial users through a
discrete 3D trajectory. The model-based TPRA solution has been investigated in various
scenarios including air-ground integrated communication assistance [34] and IoT data col-
lections [76]. The model-based DC TPRA is generally jointly optimized with other impact
factors such as DC power consumption [77], DC altitude and speed [78], and number of
DCs [52], etc. Although the discrete trajectory and quasi-static user models simplify the
optimization process, the accuracy of the TPRA solutions is inevitable decreased.

2.4.2 Learning-based Trajectory Planning and Resource Alloca-
tion for Mobile Users

To address the non-stationary environment with model-free methods, the learning-based
approaches are proposed for the DC TPRA problem. Most learning-based TPRA works
use the DRL framework.

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a learning process in which the learning agents sequen-
tially interact with the environment, and automatically adjust their policies according to
the feedback from the environment [79]. All RL processes can be modeled as the Markov
decision process (MDP) [5]. At each time step, the current environment is observed by
each agent as a certain state, and each agent selects a certain action according to its policy.
Then, the environment transits into a new state jointly determined by the previous state
and agents’ actions. Each agent can received a reward from the environment at each step,
which quantifies how well the action taken in that step given the specific state. Different
to optimization and supervised learning approaches, RL does not rely on mathematical
models of the environment or massive labeled data. In RL, the agents can automatically
learn environment from their past experiences, and converge to stable policies.

One basic RL method widely used in learning based DC TPRA research is the Q-
learning [80]. The agent in Q-learning selects actions based on the Q-table. Each Q-value
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in the Q-table represents the estimated reward for the agent by executing the action at the
state, under the current policy. The action associated with the largest Q-value is selected
by the agent under each state. At each time step, the agent updates the Q-table based
on the observed reward, therefore, the policy is also updated automatically. The policy
will eventually converge to the optimal policy. Given an agent having A potential actions,
and total S states in the environment, the Q-table contains A× S Q-values. Considering
the high searching complexity in large action or state space, the Q-learning method is
only applicable for scenarios composed by discrete action and state spaces with limited
dimensions [81].

To address the high-dimensional state space, deep neural networks (NN) are utilized
in Q-learning methods instead of traditional Q-table, which forms the DRL method [81].
At each time step, the agent inputs the feature vector representing the current state into
the deep NN that estimates the Q-value for each action. The agent then selects the action
with the largest estimated Q-value, and stores the experience including the state transition
and reward into a replay buffer, which is used to train the deep NN for more accurate
estimations. To implement deep reinforcement learning, the agent needs to store the deep
NN and the replay buffer which stores its previous experiences. Generally, to obtain better
results, the sizes of the deep NN and the replay buffer need to be large, which results in a
high memory requirement. The training of the deep NN requires the gradients of estimated
Q-values with respect to the parameters of the deep NN. This leads to a high computation
complexity given a large DQN. Therefore, DRL methods require more memory and higher
computational complexity than other RL approaches, such as Q-learning. Considering the
relatively long training time, the DRL methods are usually trained in an off-line manner.
For example, an agent can upload its experiences to a server to train the deep NN, then
uses the well-trained NN for real-time data.

To extend the DRL methods into scenarios with high-dimensional action spaces, the
actor-critic learning is proposed [82]. In actor-critic learning, the agent is consist of two
roles, i.e. a critic and an actor. The actor select actions based on a probability distribution
function (PDF) over the action space. The critic observes the states and rewards from the
environment and evaluates the state value, i.e. the expected total reward that will be
received in the future passing through the state, which can be considered as a state value
function. The critic is used to improve the efficiency and stability for the training of the
actor in term of optimal action selection. After each time step, the critic updates the state
value based on the observed reward. Then, the actor updates its policy for the previous
state towards the direction which maximizes the expected rewards. Compared with Q-
learning methods, the actor-critic learning does not select action with the highest expected
reward from the action space. Instead, the action is selected randomly following the PDF
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learned by the actor, which decouples the complexity of action searching with the sizes
of the action space. Therefore, the actor-critic learning can efficiently address large or
continuous action spaces.

To leverage the DRL framework in DA-RAN, the DC takes TPRA actions according
to the observed environment state, and then receives reward in each step. The policy
of choosing TPRA actions is updated step by step to reach the convergence, with the
objective of maximizing the long-term accumulative reward. In [43], Chen et al. studied the
proactive deployment of DCs and content caching for optimizing the quality-of-experience
(QoE) of wireless devices in the cloud RAN. Given the predicted behaviors of users, the
proposed approach seeks to find the user-DC associations, the optimal DCs’ locations, and
the contents to cache at DCs. A novel algorithm based on the machine learning framework
of echo state networks (ESN) is proposed to solve the problem. As the extension of [43],
Chen et al. further customized the ESN based algorithm for Virtual Reality contents
caching in DA-RAN [83], and propose a resource and cache management approaches for
DA-RAN based on Liquid State Machine (LSM) learning [84]. In [85], the deterministic
policy gradient (DPG) learning method is leveraged in single DC trajectory planning to
maximize user throughput. An DRL based interference-aware trajectory planning scheme
is proposed for single DC in [86], which achieves low D2U latency and high throughput.
The authors in [87] design a relay scheme of single DC, which integrates both Q-learning
and DRL to minimize both bit error rate of relayed signal and the DC power consumption.
Considering multi-DC scenario, a decentralized DRL framework is proposed in [88] to solve
multi-DC trajectory design problem based on the a sense-and-send protocol. Given the
power consumption constraints of DC, the authors of [89] design a DRL-based energy-
efficient trajectory planning method for fair communication coverage of multiple DCs. In
[90], the DRL based computation tasks offloading is proposed for DC assisted IoT scenario.
Considering the impact of user mobility, in [91], a DRL based DC deployment algorithm is
proposed for multiple DCs serving mobile users, with the objective of maximizing the sum
mean opinion score (MOS) of ground users. Although various impact factors are considered
by existing DRL based TPRA research, the multi-DC environment, non-fixed user number
and locations, as well as the joint trajectory planning and resource allocation of DC have
never been considered simultaneously. In this work, we will propose the HDRLTPRA
scheme to solve the multi-DC TPRA problem in high-mobility scenarios.
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Chapter 3

Drone-Cell Communication Analysis
and Deployment in DA-RAN

In this chapter, we propose a DA-RAN architecture in which DCs are leveraged to relay
data between base stations and users. Based on the state-of-the-art D2U and D2B channel
models, we first analyze the user coverage and the D2B backhaul connection features of
DCs. We then formulate the 3D DC deployment problem with the objective of maximizing
the user coverage while maintaining D2B link qualities, for a given number of DCs being
deployed. To solve the problem, the PSO algorithm is leveraged for its low computational
cost and unique features suiting the spatial deployment of DCs. We propose a DI-PSO
algorithm that optimizes DC deployments for different DC numbers, and prevents the
drawbacks of the pure PSO based algorithm derived from related works. Simulations show
that the DI-PSO algorithm can achieve higher user coverage ratio with less complexity
comparing to the pure PSO based algorithm.

3.1 Background and Motivations

Providing ubiquitous connectivity for users and devices with diversified service require-
ments is regarded as one of the key challenges in 5G networks [1]. To support the reliable
and low-latency access of massive mobile users, considerable level of flexible deployment
is required for future RAN. However, current BSs and RRHs are deployed in certain ge-
ographical locations according to long-term traffic behaviors with little flexibility to be
re-deployed. Such rigid RANs are reluctant to maintain ubiquitous connectivity for most
5G scenarios where dynamic data traffic occurs in both spatial and temporal domains [34].
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Though densely deploying BSs or RRHs is one intuitive way to improve the user coverage
of RAN, the high expenditure and low efficiency brought by this method are unaccept-
able for RAN operators [1]. To enhance RAN’s flexibility for supporting massive dynamic
connections, the emerging DC communication technology is a promising solution.

Promoted by the well-developed flying control technologies and various commercial
drone products, both academia and industry are devoting increasing number of efforts on
the drone communication research [39]. Equipped with specific wireless modules and con-
trolled by corresponding controllers (e.g. edge servers on BSs), flying drones can perform
as DCs to provide temporal and on-demand communication services for areas of interests
[13]. Comparing with legacy BSs, there are two advantages using DCs:

1) Line-of-Sight Connection: Compared with ground BSs, DCs flying in the air have
higher probability to connect ground users via LoS links, which facilitates highly reliable
communications [36]. This advantage is further enhanced by DC’s mobility feature that
allows 3D adjustments of the DC position to avoid obstacles between D2U links [37]. For
the D2B links, since the flying height of DCs can be close to the height of BS antennas, the
D2B connections are naturally LoS with little probability to be blocked by tall buildings
[24].

2) Dynamical Deployment: Different from traditional BSs which are statically fixed on
dedicated locations, drones can be dynamically deployed according to real-time require-
ments, and allocated to different users or controllers on demands. Two types of control
methods are considered in DC deployments: 1) All DCs connect with corresponding cen-
tral BSs taking charge of deployment control, which is similar to the C-RAN architecture
while the RRHs functions are performed by flying DCs [43]; and 2) A swarm of DCs form a
FANET and negotiate with each other to determine the deployment results. This method
is mainly used in scenarios lacking of infrastructures, such as post-disaster communication
recovery [92].

Although various approaches are proposed to optimize the deployment of DCs, the
D2B communication is ignored or idealized in many works. Since the ultimate purpose
of introducing DCs into RAN is enhancing users’ accessibility to network services, it is
inevitable to consider D2B communications and ensure their reliability in DC deployments.
Therefore, the 3D DC deployment problem is not only affected by user distributions, but
also constrained by the qualities of D2B links. In this chapter, we investigate the spatial
deployment problem for multiple DCs, considering the D2B link constraint. The main
contributions of this work are listed as follows.

• We propose a general framework of DA-RAN, in which the multi-DC 3D deployment
problem is formulated to maximize the ratio of effectively covered users given a
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dedicated number of DCs. The quality of D2B links, the maximal user number
supported per DC, and the multi-DC interference to users are considered in the
problem.

• Based on the D2U pathloss model in [45] and the D2B pathloss model in [24], we
analysis the effective D2U communication coverage, D2B link quality, as well as the
optimal flying height of the DC via stochastic method.

• To address the NP-hardness of the proposed multi-DC 3D deployment problem, we
propose a pure PSO based algorithm by customizing heuristic algorithms in related
works into the DA-RAN scenario. To further improve the heuristic’s performance, a
DI-PSO algorithm is designed to find the sub-optimal deployments corresponding to
different numbers of DC respectively. Compared with the pure PSO based algorithm,
the DI-PSO algorithm can achieve higher user coverage ratios with less iteration
times.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 the DA-RAN
framework and the system model are presented, followed by the stochastic analyses of D2G
communications in Section 3.3. The DC deployment problem is formulated in Section 3.4,
with both pure PSO and DI-PSO algorithms being proposed in Section 3.5. Numerical
results are presented in Section 3.6. The summary of the preliminary work is given in
Section 3.7.

3.2 System Model

3.2.1 DA-RAN Network Model

The framework of DA-RAN is shown in Fig. 3.1. Similar to the C-RAN architecture, DCs
perform as aerial RRHs that connect with their corresponding BSs. For each BS in DA-
RAN, a swarm of DCs are deployed by it over the AoIs where users cannot have effective
connections with the BS. Two typical types of AoI are TBSs and CHs. In TBSs, massive
data traffic between users and the BS is generated at same time, which cannot be supported
by the inadequate PRBs simultaneously. In CHs, effective user-to-BS links are blocked by
obstacles, such as high buildings. Since appropriately deployed DCs can maintain reliable
LoS D2U and D2B links, the unserved users in AoIs can communicate with the BS through
accessing DCs which act as relays. According to the spatial and temporal variations of
AoIs, the deployments of DCs can be adjusted by the BS in a flexible way, which enhances
RAN’s capability to cope with dynamic traffic.
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Figure 3.1: Drone assisted radio access networks.

The DA-RAN involves three types of links: U2B links, D2U links and D2B links.

U2B links: U2B links are classic Up/Down links between users and BSs without DC’s
involvement. In DA-RAN, U2B links co-exist with D2U and D2B links in AoIs without
being interfered by them. There is no effective U2B link for users in CHs, while parts of
users in TBSs can access BSs via U2B links.

D2U links: D2U links connect DCs and users in AoIs. To alleviate interference and
bring additional resources for users in TBSs, the D2U links are expected to operate in
different spectrum from the licensed U2B bands. Currently, the TV White Space [47],
cognitive radio [93], and the WiFi bands used by commercialized drone products [25] are
candidates for conducting D2U communications.

D2B links: DCs communicate with corresponding BSs through D2B links. Though the
LoS feature of D2B links, due to the same level of DC flying heights and BS antenna heights,
guarantees the reliability, the capacity of D2B links remains challenging since each D2B
link has to relay all the data between the BS and users covered by the DC. One promising
solution for the capacity issue is the mmWave technology that can provide up to 20Gbps
data-rate transmission[48]. It is appealing and feasible to employ mmWave into D2B
communications due to the following reasons. First, DCs are expected to hover on fixed
position, and maintain the quasi-static status to corresponding BSs during the interval
between adjacent re-deployments. The frequent re-directing of beams can be avoided,
which results in more time for effective mmWave data transmissions [94]. Second, the
ideal transmission environment of mmWave technology is the LoS links, which are naturally
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supported by D2B communications [95]. Meanwhile, the MAC protocol of D2B links can
be customized to promote performance [96]. For instance, the authentication process can
be simplified to reduce latency [97].

Impacted by the flying height and mobility of DCs, both D2U and D2B links in DA-
RAN have the unique channel features, which cannot be appropriately modeled by the
common U2B pathloss model. In this chapter, state-of-the-art DC link pathloss models are
leveraged to analyze D2U and D2B links. Specifically, the D2G pathloss model proposed in
[45] is used to analyze D2U links, while the D2B pathloss model derived in [24] is leveraged
to analyze D2B links.

3.2.2 User Distribution Model

Based on preceding DC pathloss models, we investigate the 3D deployment of multiple
DCs corresponding to one BS. Given the 3D space, the BS is fixed at the origin point
(coordinate (0, 0, 0)) with ground radio coverage radius Rbs. The ground radio coverage
area of the BS on X-Y plane |A|bs is modeled as a mesh that consists of multiple grids in
square shape. The area of each grid is denoted as |A|da with the side-length of

√
|A|da. By

dividing |A|bs into multiple grids densely, the side-length of each grid is far smaller than
Rbs and the DC flying height h, so the average D2U pathloss of different users in one grid
can be considered as equal. Without loss of generality, in this chapter, we normalize all
D2U links within one grid to suffer the same D2U pathloss between the DC and the center
of the grid. Specifically, each AoI is uniformed as a 20m×20m grid. Given the assumption
that traffic is uniformly distributed in space and independent with each other, dedicated
number of grids are randomly chosen as AoIs. For an arbitrary grid, the probability of
being a AoI can be calculated as follows:

pda =
Eda

Ng

, (3.1)

where Eda is the average AoI number calculated through statistic, Ng is the total grid
number within |A|bs. Based on (3.1), AoIs are uniformly distributed over the |A|bs. We
assume that AoIs change their size and location with a low frequency, so each DC deploy-
ment can treat the random distributed AoIs as a quasi-static scenario where no spatial
change occurs during the interval between adjacent re-deployments. Based on the current
snapshot of AoIs distribution, the BS deploys DCs over AoIs to maximize user coverage,
and re-deploys them when the AoIs distribution changes.
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3.3 Theoretical Analyses of DC Deployment

In this part we analyze the user coverage and working zone of DCs in DA-RAN. The main
notations used in the analyses are summarized in Table. 3.1.

Table 3.1: Summary of Main Notations

Notations Descriptions

h flying height of the DC
r horizontal distance between one DC and one AoI
|A|bs radio coverage area of the BS on X-Y plane
Rbs radio coverage radius of the BS
|A|da area of each grid
pda probability of being a AoI for an arbitrary grid
Ng total grid number within the radio coverage of BS
λ user density
uda number of user locating in an arbitrary AoI

Rdc(h) effective radio coverage radius of one DC at height h
ξLoS D2U LoS probability threshold
γDU D2U free space pathloss threshold
Ddc(h) average AoI number covered by one DC at height h
Udc(h) average user number covered by one DC at height h
UUdc(h) upper bound of Udc(h)
LUdc(h) lower bound of Udc(h)
Hopt optimal DC height for maximizing Udc(h)
rDB horizontal distance between DC and the BS
Ndc number of DCs
Nda number of AoIs
Cdc Capacity of one DC
R minimal data rate required by each user
γDB D2B pathloss threshold
NImax maximal multi-DC interference suffered by one AoI
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3.3.1 Stochastic Analyses of DC Coverage

Without loss of generality, we assume that the user distribution follows a 2D Poisson Point
Process (PPP) over the |A|bs with a user density λ. Due to the independence of each PPP
point, the number of user locating in an arbitrary AoI uda follows a Poisson distribution:

P (uda) =
(λ|A|da)uda

uda!
e−λ|A|da . (3.2)

Since NLoS D2U links are not capable of supporting effective data transmissions in
reality, the effective radio coverage radius of the DC Rdc cannot be determined by directly
using (2.2) with NLoS links. By constraining both LoS probability and free space pathloss,
the refined DC radio coverage constraint is expressed as:{

PLoS(r, h) > ξLoS

4πfc
√
h2+r2

c
< γDU

(3.3)

Since the PLoS(r, h) is a decreasing functions of r while the free space pathloss function is
an increasing functions of r, the function with a minor return value determines Rdc. For a
fixed height h, Rdc can be expressed as a function of h through rewriting (3.3) :

Rdc(h) = min
( h

tan(a− 1
b

ln 1−ξLoS

aξLoS
)
,

√
(
cγDU

4πfc
)2 − h2

)
, (3.4)

where the min function returns the minor one of its two items, the former reflects the LoS
probability constraint, while the later represents the free space pathloss constraint. Given
Rdc(h) and pda, the average number of AoIs covered by one DC flying at height h can be
calculated as:

Ddc(h) = pdaNg
|A|da

|A|bs

= pdaNg
R2

dc(h)

R2
bs

. (3.5)

In following analyses, we use Rdc and Ddc to represent the returns of Rdc(h) and Ddc(h)
for a given h, respectively.

Assume that k AoIs occurs in the |A|da of an arbitrary DC. Based on (3.2), udc users
can be covered by the DC with the probability of:

P (udc) =
(
∑k

i=0 piλ|A|da)
udc

udc!
e−

∑k
i=0 piλ|A|da , (3.6)

where pi indicates the LoS link probability between AoI i and the DC, which is calculated
by (2.1). piλ represents the number of users effectively covered by the DC in AoI i.
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According to the attributes of Poisson distribution, the average number of users covered
by the DC E(udc) is:

E(udc) =
k∑
i=0

piλ|A|da. (3.7)

Since the values of pi are affected by the horizontal and vertical distances between AoI i
and the DC, even for a given flying height h and the corresponding Rdc, pis of different AoIs
vary. On the other hand, k in (3.7) is a random variable whose distribution is impacted
by Rdc. Therefore, we have the following Proposition 1.

Proposition 1. Given the DC flying at height h, the average number of effectively covered
users Udc can be calculated as follows:

Udc(h) =

∫ Rdc

0

2rλ|A|dapdaNg

R2
bs(1 + a exp(−b(arctan(h

r
)− a)))

dr. (3.8)

Proof. Because the value of pi is determined by the location of AoI i for given h, pi turns
to be an i.i.d random variable for all AoIs. Given the fact that pi and k are independent,
we have:

Udc(h) = E(udc) = E(piλ|A|da)E(k)

= E(piλ|A|da)pdaNg
R2

dc

R2
bs

.
(3.9)

In (3.9), the expectation of k equals to the average number of AoIs covered by one DC Ddc

calculated through (3.5). The remaining task is calculating E(piλ|A|da). For the fixed h, pi
can be treated as a function of r, and its PDF is dominated by r’s distribution. Leveraging
the geometric features of r, the PDF of r can be expressed as follows:

P (r) =
dC(r)

dr
=

d

dr

( πr2

πR2
dc

) =
2r

R2
dc

r ∈ [0, Rdc], (3.10)

where C(r) is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of r. Based on (3.10), the
E(piλ|A|da) is calculated:

E(piλ|A|da) = λ|A|daE(pi(r))

= λ|A|da

∫ Rdc

0

1

1 + a exp(−b(arctan(h
r
)− a)

P (r) dr

=

∫ Rdc

0

2λ|A|dar

R2
dc(1 + a exp(−b(arctan(h

r
)− a))

dr.

(3.11)
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With both E(piλ|A|da) and E(k) being derived, the expression of Udc(h) can be obtained
through substituting (3.11) into (3.9):

Udc(h) = pdaNg
R2

dc

R2
bs

×∫ Rdc

0

2λ|A|dar

R2
dc(1 + a exp(−b(arctan(h

r
)− a)))

dr

=

∫ Rdc

0

2rλ|A|dapdaNg

R2
bs(1 + a exp(−b(arctan(h

r
)− a)))

dr.

(3.12)

Proposition 1 has been proven.

Though Udc(h) can be expressed as a function of h with an integral of r included, the
close-form of Udc(h) is hard to be derived due to hyper-geometric functions are involved
after calculating the integral. However, we can still analyze the upper and lower bounds of
Udc(h) through fixing the PLoS(r, h) of each AoI as 1 and the smallest available PLoS(r, h)
which is achieved at the radio coverage boundary of Rdc, respectively. In this way, the
integral of r can be removed from both upper and lower bound expressions of Udc(h).
Specifically, the upper bound of Udc(h) is:

UUdc(h) = λ|A|dapdaNg
R2

dc

R2
bs

, (3.13)

and the lower bound is:

LUdc(h) =
λ|A|da

1 + a exp(−b(arctan( h
Rdc

)− a))
pdaNg

R2
dc

R2
bs

=
λ|A|dapdaNgR

2
dc

R2
bs(1 + a exp(−b(arctan( h

Rdc
)− a)))

.

(3.14)

According to (3.4), Rdc is determined by the minimal value of one increasing function of
h and one decreasing function of h. The maximal Rdc can be obtained at the intersection
point of two functions, let:

Hopt

tan(a− 1
b

ln 1−ξLoS

aξLoS
)

=

√
(
cγDU

4πfc
)2 −H2

opt, (3.15)

the optimal height Hopt equals to:

Hopt =
tan(a− 1

b
ln 1−ξLoS

aξLoS
) cγDU

4πfc√
1 + tan2(a− 1

b
ln 1−ξLoS

aξLoS
)
. (3.16)
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Based on preceding analyses, we have the Corollary 1 of Proposition 1.

Corollary 1. Given the DC flying height h, the upper bound of the average user number
Udc(h) efficiently covered by the DC is the function of h, and obtains its maximum when h
equals to Hopt.

3.3.2 DC Working Zone with D2B Link Constraints

To maintain the qualities of D2B links, a working zone in which DC can maintain the D2B
pathloss smaller than a given threshold γDB has to be identified. However, since the D2B
pathloss model is a function of rDB and θ, the available working zone of DC in the 3D
space cannot be estimated intuitively. In this chapter, we transform θ into a function of h
and rDB to represent the working zone.

Fig. 3.2 shows an example of the DC working zone in both 3D and side views. The
BS in Fig. 3.2 is configured with the height of 100m and Rbs = 1000m, and γDB is set
as 80dB. According to Fig. 3.2, the DC working zone is constrained by a torus shape
hovering around the top of BS horizontally. By increasing rDB, the difference of the upper
and lower height boundaries increases first, then decreases slowly. The maximal difference
is achieved around rDB = 700m with the available DC height ranging from 80m to 150m.
The torus shape of DC working zone can be explained as follows. According to Fig. 2.2,
given a fixed pathloss threshold, the available θ range is reduced with the increasing of
rDB. The corresponding hθ for each θ is calculated as:

hθ = rDB tan(θ) +Hbs, (3.17)

whose absolute value rises with rDB’s increasing as long as θ is fallen into the available
range. For a small rDB, the reducing level of θ range is compensated by the increasing of
hθ, so the working zone height range are extending by increasing rDB. While for a large
rDB, the increasing of hθ cannot make up the serious reduction of θ range, and the working
zone height range turns to shrink when rDB keeps increasing.

One interesting effect observed from Fig. 3.2 is the sharp height burst of the working
zone that is close to the BS. From Fig. 2.2, we notice that for a small rDB, the pathloss
curve can converge to a value less than the threshold when height increases to infinity,
such as the curve corresponding to rDB = 50m. Without a θ to constraining the upper
boundary, the available height at such rDB can reach a large value until being limited by
the large-scale pathloss term in (2.3). However, as long as rDB rises to certain value whose
corresponding pathloss curve reaches higher than the threshold, the upper boundary of
height range is back to normal with the constraint of θ. Though this height burst provide
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Figure 3.2: DC working zone.

additional space for DC deploying, its usage is still relatively limited in reality due to the
narrow range.

3.4 3D Deployment Problem for Multiple DCs

Based on the preceding analyses, we formulate the 3D DC deployment problem in this
section.

Considering a quasi-static AoIs scenario between adjacent re-deployments, Nda grids
are selected as AoIs. A boolean parameter εi is defined to show the coverage state of the
ith AoI (0 ≤ i ≤ Nda):

εi =

{
1 if AoI i is covered by a DC,

0 if AoI i is uncovered.
(3.18)

By defining εi, the purpose of enhancing user coverage can be translated to the objective of
maximizing the summation of εi through deploying DCs in appropriate positions. Assuming
the BS release Ndc number of DCs, the pathloss between DC j (0 ≤ j ≤ Ndc) and AoI i
is constrained by (3.3). Defining that AoI i can be effectively covered by DC j, as long
as the D2U pathloss between them is less than threshold γDU. Since that, (3.18) can be
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updated as follows:

εij(xj, yj, hj) =

{
1 if (3.3) holds,

0 else,
(3.19)

where hj is DC j’s hovering height, rij is the horizontal distance between DC j and AoI j.

Three constraints are considered in the deployment problem. First, the maximum
number of users served by one DC is defined as:

Mu = bCdc

R
c, (3.20)

where R is minimal data rate required by each user, and Cdc is the capacity of one DC. To
simplify the analysis, we assume that both R and Cdc are the same for arbitrary user and
DC respectively. Leveraging the average number of effective users in one AoI calculated
by (3.11), (3.20) can be transformed to express the maximal AoI number that can be
supported by one DC:

Cda = b Cdc

E(piλ|A|da)R
c, (3.21)

The second constraint is maintaining the qualities for every D2B links. Defining a
pathloss threshold γDB, we argue that any DCs being deployed must guarantee that their
average D2B pathloss level PL(rjb, θjb) is less than γDB, where rjb is the horizontal distance
between DC j and the BS, and θjb represents the vertical angle between DC j and the
antenna of BS. This constraint sets the working zone in which DCs choose their optimal
deploying positions.

Multi-DC interference is considered as the third constraint. Noticing that all D2U
communications are carried by the same spectrum band, one user can only be allocated
to one DC. When one AoI is served by two or more DCs simultaneously, the users in
such AoI can suffer serious interference from redundant DC, which is defined as multi-DC
interference. To prevent this issue, we use Ii as the indicator of multi-DC interference
suffered by AoI i:

Ii(xj, yj, hj) = max{
Ndc∑
j=1

εij(xj, yj, hj)− 1, 0}. (3.22)

When AoI i is uncovered or covered by only one DC, Ii equals to 0; otherwise Ii equals to
the number of interfering DCs. By defining a maximal allowed Ii value, the overlapping of
different DCs’ user coverages can be minimized effectively.
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Finally, the 3D DC deployment problem is formulated as the following optimization
problem to maximize U , i.e., the number of AoIs being covered:

max
xj ,yj ,hj

U =

Ndc∑
j=1

Nda∑
i=1

εij(xj, yj, hj)−
Nda∑
i=1

Ii(xj, yj, hj)

s.t.

Nda∑
i=1

εij(xj, yj, hj) ≤ b
Cdc

E(piλ|A|da)R
c

PL(rjb, θjb) < γDB

Ii(xj, yj, hj) ≤ NImax,

(3.23)

where (xj, yj, hj) is the coordinate of DC j being deployed at. NImax indicates the maximum
allowed interference level suffered by one DA. Note that the constraints 1 and 2 are applying
for each DC j, while the constraint 3 is examined for every AoI i.

3.5 Heuristic Solutions

Similar to the BS planning problem in [98], the DC deployment problem in (3.23) is also
recognized as NP-hard [62]. Due to the heterogeneous pathloss models for D2U and D2B
links, the optimal solution is hard to reach through mathematical deductions. So heuristic
algorithms, especially the evolutionary heuristics such as genetic algorithm, PSO, etc., are
considered as alternative choices to approaching the optima.

PSO algorithm is employed by both [62] and [98] to solve similar DC coverage prob-
lems. PSO has following advantages comparing with other heuristics: 1) fewer numerical
parameters are required which simplifies the implementation; 2) lower computational cost
and faster convergence speed [99]; 3) Unlike other algorithms (e.g., GA) that require a
finite set of DC combinations [98], PSO can deal with an infinite set of DC combinations,
which is suitable for DC deployment scenario where re-deployment speed matters.

3.5.1 Pure Particle Swarm Optimization based Algorithm

We customize the PSO algorithms proposed in [62] and [98] to form a pure PSO based
algorithm, which is shown in Algorithm 1. Compared to the PSO algorithms in [62] and
[98], the pure PSO algorithm involves the D2B link constraint specified in the DA-RAN.
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In the pure PSO algorithm, the velocity vector of particle l at iteration t is defined as:

V(l)(t) = φV(l)(t− 1) + c1φ1(W(l,local)(t− 1)−W(l)(t− 1))

+ c2φ2(W(global)(t− 1)−W(l)(t− 1)),
(3.24)

where φ is the inertia weight that determines convergence speed. c1 and c2 are personal
and global learning coefficients respectively. φ1 and φ2 are positive random variables. With
the V(l)(t) obtained from (3.24), W (l)(t) is updated as:

W(l)(t) = W(l)(t− 1) + V(l)(t). (3.25)

Algorithm 1 Pure PSO based algorithm for DC deployment in DA-RAN

1: Define a particle chosen space S as same as the DC working zone corresponding to
γDB.

2: Generate L random particles in S as initial population. For each initial particle
W(l)(0),l = 1, . . . , L, it is expressed as a random vector with size Ndc.

3: Re-generate the invalid elements in each W(l)(0) vector until they meet constraint 1
and 3 in (3.23) simultaneously. Randomly generate initial velocity vector V(l)(0) for
each particle.

4: Calculate U (l)(0) through (3.23) for each W(l)(0). Set U (global) = max{U (l)(0), l =
1, . . . , L}, W(global) = W(l)(0) which achieves the U (global). Set U (l,local) = U (l)(0),
W(l,local) = W(l)(0). Define maximum iteration number MIte.

5: for t = 1, . . . ,MIte do
6: for l = 1, . . . , L do
7: Calculate W(l)(t).
8: while W(l)(t) exceeds any (3.23) constraints do
9: Re-generate the invalid elements in W(l)(t).
10: end while
11: Calculate U (l)(t),V(l)(t).
12: if U (l)(t) > U (l,local) then
13: U (l,local) = U (l)(t), W(l,local) = W(l)(t).
14: end if
15: if U (l,local) > U (global) then
16: U (global) = U (l,local), W(global) = W(l,local).
17: end if
18: end for
19: end for
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The pure PSO based algorithm treats the combination of Ndc DC positions as one par-
ticle represented in vector form, which brings additional dependency between DCs. Since
W(l)(t)’s elements (each DC position) are dependent with each other during iteration, the
diversity of the particle searching space is seriously reduced. Though relatively less com-
putational cost and shorter convergence time can be obtained in this way, the probability
of falling into local optima increases. To compensate this, number pf particle and iteration
times have to be added, which increases the complexity and total cost. Besides, the vector
formed W(l)(t) is hard to be re-generated to ensure that all elements fits (3.23)’s constraints
simultaneously, especially the interference constraint which only allows the adjustments of
partial elements. As a result, redundant re-generations must be executed before randomly
generating a suitable particle.

3.5.2 Per-Drone Iterative PSO Algorithm

To alleviate the aforementioned issues of pure PSO based algorithm, we propose the DI-
PSO algorithm which employs the PSO algorithm independently on each DC. The detail
of DI-PSO is given in Algorithm 2. In DI-PSO, the particles are no longer vectors but
individual positions. Due to the different particle structures, the updating functions of
particle velocity and position are revised as follows:

V
(l)
d (t) = φV

(l)
d (t− 1) + c1φ1(W

(l,local)
d (t− 1)−W (l)

d (t− 1))

+ c2φ2(W
(global)
d (t− 1)−W (l)

d (t− 1)),
(3.26)

and
W

(l)
d (t) = W

(l)
d (t− 1) + V

(l)
d (t). (3.27)

For each DC d, PSO algorithm is used to calculate its best deployed position in which
the maximal number of covered AoIs is achieved. With each DC being independently
deployed, the spatial ergodicity of DI-PSO is increased which leads to higher probability
of finding the global optima. meanwhile, the set of AoIs to be covered by DC d (A(d)) is
updated by each DC iteration with only uncovered AoIs remaining in it. This mechanism
can reduce the times of re-generating W

(l)
d (t) through prevent inter-DCs interference in a

proactive way.

3.6 Simulations

Simulations are conducted to compare the performance of both proposed algorithms. Con-
sidering the single BS with 900m radio coverage radius in a suburban scenario, the sim-
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Algorithm 2 DI-PSO algorithm for DC deployment in DA-RAN

1: Define a particle chosen space S as same as the DC working zone corresponding to
γDB.

2: Initiate uncovered AoIs set A(1) contains all AoIs.
3: for d = 1, . . . , Ndc do
4: Generate L random particles W

(l)
d (0)(l = 1, . . . , L) as initial population of DC d

within S.
5: Re-generate the invalid W

(l)
d (0) until they meet constraint 1 and 3 in (3.23) simul-

taneously. Randomly generate initial velocity V
(l)
d (0) for each W

(l)
d (0).

6: Calculate U
(l)
d (0) with input A(d). Set U

(global)
d = max{U (l)

d (0), l = 1, . . . , L},
W

(global)
d = W

(l)
d (0) which achieves the U

(global)
d . Set U

(l,local)
d = U

(l)
d (0), W

(l,local)
d =

W
(l)
d (0).

7: for t = 1, . . . ,MIte do
8: for l = 1, . . . , L do
9: Calculate W

(l)
d (t).

10: while W
(l)
d (t) exceeds (3.23) constraints do

11: Re-generate W
(l)
d (t).

12: end while
13: Calculate U

(l)
d (t),V

(l)
d (t).

14: if U
(l)
d (t) > U

(l,local)
d then

15: U
(l,local)
d = U

(l)
d (t), W

(l,local)
d = W

(l)
d (t).

16: end if
17: if U

(l,local)
d > U

(global)
d then

18: U
(global)
d = U

(l,local)
d ,

19: W
(global)
d = W

(l,local)
d .

20: end if
21: end for
22: end for
23: Calculate Anew(d) as the set of AoIs newly covered by DC d.
24: Update A(d+ 1) = A(d)−Anew(d).
25: end for
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ulation parameters are listed in Table. 3.2. 2.4GHz WiFi band is chosen as the carrier
fc for its wide adoption in previous works and commercial drone products [100] [25]. The
850MHz LTE band are used to support D2B communications. To suit the scenario where
the D2B pathloss model is built, propagation parameters for suburban are chosen. Allo-
cating different bands to D2U and D2B links also prevent the interference between them.
Both γDU and γDB are set within the range used by related works [58].

Table 3.2: Simulation Parameters for Multi-DC 3D Deployment

Simulation Parameters Numerical Values

BS radio coverage radius Rbs 900m
AoI size 20m×20m
(a, b, ηLoS, ηNLoS) (4.88,0.43,0.1,21)
(D2U fc, D2B fc) (2.4GHz, 850MHz)
(γDU, γDB(normalized in dB)) (89dB, 80dB)
λ 0.025 person/m2

Cdc 1Gbps
R 100Mbps
NImax 2
Particle population 400
Maximum number of iteration 50

Fig. 3.3 shows one example DC deployment generated by the DI-PSO algorithm. Nda

is 20 and Ndc equals 10 in this scenario. Triangle dot locating at the origin of coordinate
represents the BS. AoIs are indicated as square dots and DCs are illustrated as circle dots.
AoIs covered by the same DC are with the same color as the DC’s. In this example, 19
out of 20 AoIs are covered by DCs with only one uncovered AoI that locates near the edge
of the BS radio coverage. Since all DCs have to guarantee D2U and D2B pathloss less
than γDU and γDB simultaneously, the marginal location of the uncovered AoI implies no
DC can be allocated for it without breaking pathloss constraints. The label of each DC
in Fig. 3.3 represents its iteration order d in DI-PSO algorithm. The first deployed DC is
allocated with 3 AoIs, while the fifth to tenth DCs can only occupy 1 AoI by each. This
trend is caused by updating A(d) per-iteration with only uncovered AoIs being left, which
can be regarded as one kind of greedy mechanism to find the corresponding maximal AoIs
coverage for any given Ndc.

Fig. 3.4 shows the number of effectively covered AoIs versus the available DC number
Ndc for both algorithms. Using the same AoIs scenario shown in Fig. 3.3, simulations are
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Figure 3.3: DC deployment example generated by DI-PSO algorithm.

conducted 100 times for each algorithm under each DC number. Noting that the error-bars
attached on each curve indicate the standard deviation level of their corresponding test
points. As shown in Fig. 3.4, two algorithms are comparable when Ndc equals to 1 or 2.
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By increasing Ndc, both curves keep increasing while the DI-PSO always maintains average
2 more AoIs being covered comparing with pure PSO. This poor performance of pure PSO
algorithm is caused by the limited diversity of particle searching space. The increasing
trends of two curves are all dented when Ndc reaches large values, while the pure PSO
curve increases slower with average 3 covered AoIs being exceeded by DI-PSO curve when
Ndc = 10. Besides, little variance is achieved by DI-PSO algorithm for each Ndc, which
indicates DI-PSO’s stability of converging to optimized results.
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Figure 3.4: AoI coverage comparison be-
tween pure PSO and DI-PSO algorithms
with different number of DCs.

Figure 3.5: AoI coverage comparison be-
tween pure PSO and DI-PSO algorithms
with different numbers of AoIs.

Fig. 3.5 compares the AoI coverage ratios of the two algorithms for the AoI number of
20, 50 and 100, respectively. The coverage ratio is defined as the number of covered AoIs
over the total number of AoIs. The number of available DCs Ndc is fixed as 10. For each
AoIs number, 100 snapshots of AoI distribution are generated to run Monte Carlo tests.
As Fig. 3.5 indicates, AoI coverage ratios of both algorithms are decreased by increasing
the number of AoIs. Since a larger number of AoIs leading to higher AoI density within
the fixed BS radio coverage area, the serious inter-DC interference caused by the high AoI
density is the main reason for the decrease of the AoI coverage ratio. Comparing with
the pure PSO algorithm, the DI-PSO algorithm achieves higher AoI coverage ratios with
less variances in all scenarios. Note that the performance of pure PSO based algorithm in
both Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 is better than the similar simulation in [38]. This performance
increase is caused by applying new D2B pathloss model to generate the working zone which
constrains the particle searching space for the pure PSO based algorithm. The number of
particle re-generations is also reduced by applying the working zone at the beginning of
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the algorithm.
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Figure 3.6: Performance comparison between pure PSO and DI-PSO algorithms with dif-
ferent particle populations.

To test the impacts of the limited particle searching space in pure PSO. We further
compare the performance of two algorithms with the particle population set as 200, 400,
and 800. The 100 snapshots of AoI distribution with 100 AoIs are used for testing. Fig. 3.10
shows the simulation results. For DI-PSO, its AoI coverage ratios under different particle
populations remains no change, with only the standard deviation decreases by increasing
the particle population. This result indicates that the DI-PSO can effectively converge to
the optimal solution with a small particle population. For pure PSO based algorithm, its
AoI coverage ratio keeps rising with the increasing particle population, and reaches the
same level when the particle population equals to 800. However, the AoI coverage ratio
achieved by pure PSO with 800 particle population size can be reached by DI-PSO with
only 200 particle population size, which proves that the DI-PSO is more efficient than the
pure PSO based algorithm in terms of computation costs.

3.7 Summary

In this chapter, we have theoretically analyzed the DC user coverage and feasible working
zone by leveraging the emerging D2U and D2B pathloss models. The 3D deployment
problem of DC in DA-RAN has been formulated to maximize the user coverage while
maintaining D2B link qualities, which is solved by the DI-PSO heuristic solution. With
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DCs’ capabilities of providing LoS links and enabling dynamic deployments, the results
from this research can shed light on the DA-RAN research. In addition, the DC user
coverage and working zone analysis results offer general understandings to inspire future
research concerning the DC radio coverage.
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Chapter 4

Multi-Drone-Cell Trajectory
Planning and Communication
Scheduling

The static 3D deployment of DC leads to uneven communication performance between
users located at the center and the edge of the DC’s radio coverage. To improve user fair-
ness and network performance, in this chapter, we design 3D trajectories of multiple DCs
in the DA-RAN where DCs fly over associated AoIs and relay communications between the
BS and users in AoIs. We formulate the multi-DC 3D trajectory planning and scheduling
as a MINLP problem with the objective of minimizing the average D2U pathloss. The
3D trajectory variations in both horizontal and vertical directions, as well as the state-
of-the-art DC-related channel models are considered in the formulation. To address the
non-convexity and NP-hardness of the MINLP problem, we first decouple it into multi-
ple ILP and quasi-convex sub-problems in which AoI association, D2U communication
scheduling, horizontal trajectories and flying heights of DCs are respectively optimized.
Then, we design a multi-DC 3D trajectory planning and scheduling algorithm to solve the
sub-problems iteratively based on the BCD method. A k-means-based initial trajectory
generation and a search-based start slot scheduling are considered in the proposed algo-
rithm to improve trajectory design performance and ensure inter-DC distance constraint,
respectively. Extensive simulations are conducted to investigate the impacts of DC quan-
tity, horizontal speed and initial trajectory on the trajectory planning results. Compared
with the static DC deployment, the proposed trajectory planning can achieve 10-15 dB
reduction on average D2U pathloss, and reduce the D2U pathloss standard deviation by
68%, which indicate the improvements of network performance and user fairness.
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4.1 Background and Motivations

To overcome the coverage and flexibility challenges faced by current RAN, the drone com-
munication technology is proposed as a promising solution. Equipped with specific wireless
transceivers, drones can communicate with both terrestrial users and cellular BSs using
WiFi [92] or LTE [24] technologies. By integrating drone communication with terrestrial
RAN, the DA-RAN, in which drones perform as DCs to relay data between users in AoIs
and the associated terrestrial BS, has been proposed and verified by field experiments [44].
In DA-RAN, AoI includes both the CHs and the BTSs where the allocated RAN spectrum
resources are temporarily inadequate, e.g. congested road, concerts and sports events, etc.
Compared with the terrestrial RAN, DA-RAN advances in following four aspects: 1) The
LoS probability for the D2G wireless link is higher than the terrestrial BS-to-user wireless
link [101]. Experiments indicate that LoS links probability is the dominating factor to in-
crease network performance [102]; 2) DCs can be dynamically deployed and dispatched to
different controllers/users with respect to the spatial and temporal traffic variations [103];
3) unlike connected vehicles whose mobility is controlled by drivers or autonomous driv-
ing controller, the trajectories of DCs can be fully controlled by system providers, which
empowers DCs with the dynamic deployment feature [90] [104]; 4) DC are capable of exe-
cuting computing tasks by equipping with CPU or caching modules [105] [43]. However, it
is challenging to fully utilize the potential of DCs due to the following two reasons. First,
the 3D mobility of DC poses great complexity on the DC spatial placement, especially
in multi-DC scenarios [13]. Second, specific channel models are required to highlight the
unique features of D2U and D2B channels[46].

Several studies optimizing the multi-DC spatial placements to support terrestrial users
emerges in recent year, which can be divided into two categories, i.e., static DC deployment
and DC trajectory planning. The static DC deployment research focus on optimizing the
hovering positions of DCs to maximize terrestrial users QoS. However, the static deploy-
ment fails to guarantee the fairness for users, in which the users located at the edge of
the DC’s radio coverage suffer relatively higher pathloss compared with the users located
at the center of the DC’s coverage. In addition, most existing DC deployment works fo-
cus on optimizing the D2U communication, while ignore or idealize the D2B link quality
constraints. To promote the fairness for all users and maintain low deployment cost, some
researchers further propose the DC trajectory planning approach that allows DCs fly over
and serve AoIs periodically according to designed trajectories. The purpose of DC trajec-
tory planning is optimizing AoIs association and trajectory for each DC to maximize user
QoS [39] [72]. However, three issues remain unsolved in current works. First, to reduce
the complexity of optimization problems, most existing works assume that all DCs fly at a
pre-defined constant height, which shrinks the 3D trajectory planning into a 2D horizontal
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trajectory planning, and fails to realize the performance improvements by adjusting DC
flying heights. Second, the commonly used assumption of free-space propagation model
cannot reflect the unique D2G channel features. Third, the D2B link quality constraint is
also omitted by most DC trajectory planning works.

To address those issues, in this section, we investigate the 3D trajectory planning and
scheduling for multiple DCs in the DA-RAN. Considering the state-of-the-art D2U [45]
and D2B [24] channel models, and constraints of D2B link qualities, the multi-DC 3D
trajectory planning problem is formulated as a MINLP problem which aims at minimizing
the average D2U pathloss for all users within one trajectory period. By decoupling the
MINLP problem into multiple quasi-convex or ILP sub-problems, we can separately opti-
mize the AoI association, D2U communication scheduling, DC horizontal trajectories and
flying heights in each sub-problem, respectively. In essence, we adopt the BCD mechanism
to devise a multi-DC 3D trajectory planning and scheduling algorithm, in which the sub-
problems are iteratively optimized and converge to the optima. The main contributions of
this work are listed as follows:

• We investigate the 3D trajectory planning of multiple DCs in which both the flying
heights and horizontal trajectories of DC are optimized together instead of optimizing
horizontal trajectories on a 2D plane. As far as we know, this is the first work
considering the real 3D trajectory in which the flying height of any DC can be
adjusted at different slots on its trajectory.

• To make the system model more practical, we employ the state-of-the-art D2U and
D2B pathloss models rather than the traditional pathloss models (e.g., Friis equation)
in the system model. We formulate the multi-DC trajectory planning problem, which
turn to be an MINLP, and decouple it into multiple sub-problems to resolve the non-
convexity. A protect distance constraint between any two DCs at every time slots is
considered in the problem formulation to suppress the physical collision and mutual
interference of DCs. Instead of modifying the 3D trajectories, we ensure the protect
distance constraint by scheduling the start slot of each trajectory to avoid introducing
non-convex constraints in trajectory-related sub-problems.

• A BCD based algorithm is proposed to separately optimize AoI association, D2U
communication scheduling, horizontal trajectories and flying heights of DCs in dif-
ferent sub-problems, respectively. Besides, a k -means-based scheme is devised to
generate the DC initial trajectories for further improvements on performance.

• We conduct extensive simulations and results demonstrate that the proposed 3D
trajectory planning and scheduling algorithm can reduce the average D2U pathloss
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Figure 4.1: Multi-DC 3D trajectory planning and scheduling.

by 15−20 dB, and lower the D2U pathloss standard deviation by 68%, in comparison
with the static DC deployment algorithm based on PSO.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 the system model
for DC trajectory planning and scheduling in DA-RAN is introduced. Then the multi-DC
3D trajectory planning and scheduling problem is formulated in Section 4.3. In Section
4.4 the MINLP problem in Section IV is decoupled into sub-problems and the BCD based
algorithm is proposed to solve it. Simulation and numerical results are carried out in
Section 4.5, and the conclusion is given in Section 4.6.
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4.2 System Model

In this section, we introduce the DA-RAN scenario, D2U and D2B channel models, as well
as the DC trajectory model used for further analyses and problem formulation.

4.2.1 Drone Assisted Radio Access Networks

Fig. 4.1 shows the system model and the DC photograph for the multi-DC 3D trajectory
planning and scheduling. The DC is supported by the quad-copter or multi-rotor drones,
which is regarded as LAP with the low flying height [13], limited communication coverage
[13] and static hovering capability. Based on the DA-RAN architecture, we investigate the
scenario in which multiple DCs are controlled by a single BS to support users in AoI through
the state-of-the-art wireless relay techniques [107] [108]. The radio coverage area of the
BS |S|bs is a circle with radius rBS, and is divided into a mesh consisting of multiple grids
on X-Y plane. The side-length of each grid is denoted as Laoi. Without loss of generality,
the average D2U pathloss for any users in one grid can be treated as equal since Laoi is far
smaller than rBS. Assuming that users are uniformly distributed over |S|bs, and each grid
can be chosen as AoI with same probability. Therefore, the user association is equal to AoI
association in this work. Both users in AoIs and DCs are considered as identical devices
with identical transmit power and uplink/downlink bandwidth. Considering the fact that
AoIs change their distribution in a relatively low frequency, the dynamic distribution of
AoIs can be treated as a quasi-static scenario between successive trajectory planning.
Based on the current snapshot of AoIs distribution, the BS running trajectory planning
and scheduling algorithm to calculate optimal trajectories for all DCs, and update them to
the DCs via D2B links. When the BS senses significant changes of AoIs distribution, re-
planning process is triggered to design new trajectories for DCs, otherwise, the trajectory
planning result keeps constant. The set of AoIs to be served and the set of DCs to be
deployed are denoted as U and D, respectively. Their cardinalities, |U| and |D|, represent
the number of AoIs and DCs, respectively.

4.2.2 D2U and D2B Channel Models

Based on the state-of-the-art D2G channel research [45] [24], both the D2U and D2B links
are modeled in our work, respectively. For D2U links, the LoS probability is calculated as
[45]

PLoS(rDU, h) =
1

1 + a exp(−b(arctan( h
rDU

)− a))
(4.1)
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where rDU is the horizontal distance between DC and the AoI, h represents the flying
heights of the DC. a and b are environment-based constant values. The average D2U
pathloss can be derived based on (4.1) [45]:

PL(rDU, h) = 20 log(
4πfc

√
h2 + r2

DU

c
)

+ PLoS(rDU, h)ηLoS + (1− PLoS(rDU, h))ηNLoS

(4.2)

where fc (Hz) and c (m/s) are carrier frequency and speed of light, respectively. ηLoS and
ηNLoS are additional losses for LoS and NLoS links obtained through field test data, which
involves the impacts of shadowing components. a, b, ηLoS and ηNLoS are all environment-
based parameters.

D2B links are designed to provide high-reliability data transmission between DCs and
their corresponding BS. The average D2B pathloss is calculated as follow by implementing
the D2B channel model in [24]:

PL(rDB, θ) = 10α log(rDB) + A(θ − θ0)e(
θ0−θ
B

) + η0 (4.3)

where rDB and θ denote the horizontal distance and the vertical angle between the DC and
the BS antenna, respectively. α, A, θ0, B, and η0 are the terrestrial pathloss exponent,
excess pathloss scalar, angle offset, angle scalar, and excess pathloss offset, respectively.
All of them are environment-based parameters and involving impacts of shadowing com-
ponents. Except rDB and θ, all other parameters in (4.3) are environment-based constants.
Since the D2B channel model in [24] use 850 MHz LTE bands, (4.3) contains no parameter
representing carrier frequency.

Both the D2U [45] and D2B [24] pathloss models are large-scale pathloss models. For the
small scale fading and multipath effects, currently there is no specific model for the drone-
to-ground communication links. Moreover, since the objective of our multi-DC trajectory
planning is to minimize the mean D2U pathloss of the system, the small-scale pathloss can
be average out at zero or a constant offset during the analysis. Therefore, based on the
assumptions in D2U and D2B channel models, in this work we do not focus on the small
scale fading and multipath effects in D2U and D2B links.

4.2.3 DC Trajectory Model

For an arbitrary DC d ∈ D, we design its trajectory such that the DC serves the associated
AoI set Ad ⊆ U periodically. Within one period T , d flies over all its associated AoI and
serves them sequentially according to the scheduling result. Since the continuous time can
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introduce infinite number of position variables to describe the DC trajectory, we discrete
the period T into N equal-time slots to simplify the formulation. The length of each slot
δt = T

N
can be set as small as possible to approximate the continuous optimal trajectory.

Based on this model, the trajectory of DC d within each T can be modeled as a N -length
sequence composed by three-dimensional vectors:

Wd[n] = [xd[n], yd[n], hd[n]], n = 1, ..., N (4.4)

where xd[n], yd[n] and hd[n] denote the 3D coordinates of DC d at slot n. DC d is considered
to follow the same trajectory Wd[n] over consecutive periods until the re-planning process
is triggered. For multiple DCs working simultaneously, they share the same trajectory
period length T to simplify the trajectory planning and scheduling.

Several trajectory constraints are considered in our work: 1) Each DC needs to return
to its initial location by the end of each period T , which implies that the trajectory of
each DC is a closed curve in 3D space. 2) Within any slot n, the horizontal and vertical
shifts of any DC cannot exceed the maximal horizontal distance Vmaxδt, and the maximal
height difference Hmaxδt, respectively. Vmax and Hmax are maximum allowed horizontal and
vertical speeds. 3) For any slot n, the 3D distance between any two DCs cannot be smaller
than a pre-defined protect distance Zmin, which prevents the physical collision, disturbance
and mutual interference among DCs. Since calculating interference from non-associated
DCs to any AoI based on D2U pathloss model is highly complex and makes the trajectory
planning problem unsolvable, in this work, we assume that the mutual interference (to
AoIs) among DCs can be effectively avoided by ensuring the protect distance constraint.

4.2.4 AoI Association and D2U Communication Scheduling

In this work, the DC-AoI association is denoted by the binary variable ad,u. ad,u = 1 when
AoI u ∈ U is associated to DC d ∈ D, and otherwise ad,u = 0. The D2U communication
scheduling is denoted by the binary variable kd,u[n] for ∀d ∈ D, u ∈ U , n ∈ N . If AoI u is
severed by DC d in slot n, kd,u[n] is set as 1; otherwise, kd,u[n] = 0. For each DC with pre-
defined trajectory planning and AoI association results, a D2U communication scheduling
scheme is designed to allocate each slot to the corresponding AoI, and guarantee the fairness
among all associated AoIs. Several constraints are considered in the AoI association and
scheduling model: 1) One DC can serve maximal |Ad|max number of AoIs. 2) In any slot n,
one DC d can serve at most one AoI u ∈ Ad; in all slots, one AoI u can only be associated
to one DC. 3) For any given T and Ad, the total N slots are uniformly scheduled to
each u ∈ Ad to ensure fairness. 4) The slot amount scheduled to every AoIs cannot be
smaller than a pre-defined threshold Smin, which indicates the minimal user service time
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constraint. 5) To prevent the overloads and delay caused by frequent switching between
associated AoIs, all slots scheduled to one u within T have to be consecutive.

4.3 Problem Formulation

In this section we formulate the multi-DC 3D trajectory planning problem based on the
aforementioned system model.

According to (4.4), the 3D distance from the DC d to AoI u in time slot n can be
expressed as

md,u[n] =

√
hd[n]2 + ‖ld[n]− lu‖2

=
√
hd[n]2 + rd,u[n]2

(4.5)

where lu = [xu, yu] is the 3D coordinate of AoI u. ld[n] is d’s 2D projection on X-Y plane
ld[n] = [xd[n], yd[n]]. rd,u[n] denotes the horizontal distance between DC d and AoI u.
Without loss of generality, we set the BS at the original point of coordinate system. By
substituting md,u[n] for the D2U and D2B distances in (4.2) and (4.3), we can calculate
the D2U pathloss between DC d and AoI u in slot n

Pd,u[n] = 20 log(
4πfcmd,u[n]

c
)

+ PLoS(rd,u[n], hd[n])ηLoS

+ (1− PLoS(rd,u[n], hd[n]))ηNLoS

(4.6)

as well as the D2B pathloss between the BS and DC d in slot n

Pd,B[n] = 10α log(‖ld[n]‖)

+ A(θd,B[n]− θ0)e(
θ0−θd,B [n]

B
) + η0

(4.7)

where θd,B[n] = arctan(hd[n]/‖ld[n]‖) in degree.

Since all users and DCs are identical devices with fixed transmission power and trans-
mission bandwidth in each period, the achievable D2U data rate between DC d and AoI
u is negative correlated with the D2U pathloss. Therefore, the aim of the multi-DC 3D
trajectory planning and scheduling problem is minimizing the average D2U pathloss of the
network over one period T .
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Define A = {ad,u, ∀d, u}, K = {kd,u[n], ∀d, u, n} and W = {Wd[n], ∀d, n}, the
trajectory planning and scheduling problem can be formulated as

min
A,K,W

1

N |U|

|U|∑
u=1

|D|∑
d=1

ad,u(
N∑
n=1

kd,u[n]Pd,u[n]) (4.8)

s.t.
∑|U|

u=1
ad,u ≤ |Ad|max, ∀d, (4.8a)∑|D|

d=1
ad,u = 1, ∀u, (4.8b)∑|U|

u=1
kd,u[n] = 1, ∀d, n, (4.8c)∑|D|

d=1
kd,u[n] = 1, ∀u, n, (4.8d)∑N

n=1
kd,u[n] =

N

|Ad|
, ∀d, u, (4.8e)∑N

n=1
kd,u[n] ≥ Smin, ∀d, u, (4.8f)∑ N

|Ad|

o
kd,u[(n+ o) mod N ] ≤ N

|Ad|
, ∀d, u, n, (4.8g)

ad,u, kd,u[n] ∈ {0, 1}, ∀d, u, n, (4.8h)

Wd[1] = Wd[N + 1], ∀d, (4.8i)

‖ld[n+ 1]− ld[n]‖ ≤ Vmaxδt, ∀d, n, (4.8j)

|hd[n+ 1]− hd[n]| ≤ Hmaxδt, ∀d, n, (4.8k)

‖Wi[n]−Wj[n]‖ ≥ Zmin, ∀n, i, j 6= i, (4.8l)

Pd,B[n] ≤ PDB, ∀d, u, n. (4.8m)

In (4.8), |Ad| = N/
∑|U|

u=1 ad,u is the number of AoIs associated to DC d. ‖Wi[n]−Wj[n]‖
represents the 3D distance between DC i and j at slot n. a mod b is the modulo operation
between a and b. PDB is the pathloss threshold for D2B communication. (4.8a)-(4.8h)
are AoI association and D2U communication scheduling constraints, in which (4.8a) is
constraint 1); (4.8b)-(4.8d) represent the constraint 2); (4.8e) and (4.8f) corresponds to
constraint 3) and 4), respectively; (4.8g) indicates constraint 5). (4.8i)-(4.8l) correspond
to DC trajectory constraints 1), 2) and 3). (4.8m) is the D2B pathloss constraint.

Due to the quadratic and exponential terms in (4.8) and constraints, as well as the
binary variable ad,u, kd,u[n], problem (4.8) is a MINLP problem [58]. Besides, the opti-
mization objective (4.8) and constraints are non-convex for DC trajectory W, which is
difficult to solve directly.
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4.4 Multi-DC 3D Trajectory Planning and Schedul-

ing Algorithm

Although the objective and constraints in problem (4.8) are non-convex or non-linear for
the decision variables, the problem can still be transformed into solvable forms (e.g. quasi-
convex or ILP) by setting parts of the decision variables as constants. Then, the MINLP
problem can be decoupled into multiple sub-problems which are solvable for parts of the
decision variables. Specifically, for the multi-DC 3D trajectory planning and scheduling
problem, we divide the decision variable set into four blocks (i.e. A, K, L = {ld[n], ∀d, n}
and H = {hd[n], ∀d, n}), and propose multiple sub-problems in which all blocks or their
sub-blocks are optimized, respectively. However, the problem (4.8) remains non-convex to
DC trajectory variable W even with given A and K. Therefore, we further divide W into
two independent blocks, i.e. the horizontal DC trajectory L and the DC flying height H.

4.4.1 AoI Association Optimization

Given the constant K, L and H, which indicate the pre-defined trajectories of multiple
DCs, the AoI association sub-problem can be written as an ILP problem:

min
A

1

N |U|

|U|∑
u=1

|D|∑
d=1

ad,u(
N∑
n=1

kd,u[n]Pd,u[n])

s.t. (4.8a), (4.8b), ad,u ∈ {0, 1} ∀d, u.

(4.9)

Since exact K can only be determined with given Ad, an initial D2U communication
scheduling K0, in which kd,u[n] = 1, ∀d, u, n, is defined for the first AoI association opti-
mization. The branch and bound method supported by various solvers (e.g. Gurobi [109])
can be used to solve problem (4.9) efficiently.

4.4.2 D2U Communication Scheduling Optimization

Based on the optimized A, as well as the constant L and H, the D2U communication
scheduling sub-problem is an ILP problem too:

min
K

1

N |U|

|U|∑
u=1

|D|∑
d=1

ad,u(
N∑
n=1

kd,u[n]Pd,u[n])

s.t. (4.8a), (4.8b), (4.8c), (4.8d), (4.8e), (4.8f), (4.8g),

kd,u[n] ∈ {0, 1} ∀d, u, n.

(4.10)
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It is worth noting that constraint (4.8e) and (4.8g) turn to be linear constraint to K given
constant A. Same as problem (4.9), problem (4.10) can be efficiently solved by the branch
and bound method.

4.4.3 DC Horizontal Trajectory Optimization

The sub-problem to optimize L with constant A, K and H can be expressed as

min
L

1

N |U|

|U|∑
u=1

|D|∑
d=1

ad,u(
N∑
n=1

kd,u[n]Pd,u[n])

s.t. (4.8j), (4.8m), ld[1] = ld[N + 1] ∀d.

(4.11)

According to (4.6), (4.11) is non-convex for L. Instead of jointly optimizing L, we further
divide the block into its element variable ld[n] and revise (4.11) as

min
ld[n]

1

N |U|
ad,u[n]kd,u[n]Pd,u[n]+

1

N |U|

|U|∑
u=1

|D|∑
d=1

ad,u(
N∑

n̄=1,n̄6=n

kd,u[n̄]Pd,u[n̄])

s.t. (4.8j), (4.8m), ld[1] = ld[N + 1] ∀d.

(4.12)

Keeping other ld[n̄], ∀d, u, n̄ 6= n fixed, the second part of (4.12) turns to be constant.
With the given H, we can prove that Pd,u[n] is a quasi-convex and non-decreasing function
to D2U horizontal distance rd,u[n],∀d, u, n. Therefore, minimizing the objective function in
(4.12) equals minimizing ru,d[n]2 = ‖ld[n]− lu‖2, which is a quadratic convex optimization
problem for ld[n]:

min
ld[n]

‖ld[n]− lu‖2

s.t. (4.8j), (4.8m), ld[1] = ld[N + 1], ∀d.
(4.13)

It is worth noting that the feasible region of ld[n] constrained by (4.8m) can form a convex
set in any X-Y plane by ignoring the working-zone burst close to the BS antenna [23].

4.4.4 DC Flying Height Optimization

Similar to problem (4.11), the sub-problem optimizing H is also non-convex with given A,
K and L. Further decoupling H into hd[n] ∀d, n, the sub-problem to optimize each hu,d[n]
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is

min
hd[n]

1

N |U|
ad,u[n]kd,u[n]Pd,u[n]+

1

N |U|

|U|∑
u=1

|D|∑
d=1

ad,u(
N∑

n̄=1,n̄6=n

kd,u[n̄]Pd,u[n̄])

s.t. (4.8k), (4.8m), hd[1] = hd[N + 1] ∀d.

(4.14)

To solve (4.14), we first transform (4.6) as the summation of one function of rd,u[n] and
one function of θd,u[n] = arctan(hd[n]/rd,u[n]):

Pd,u[n] = 20 log(
4πfc
c
rd,u[n]) + ηNLoS + F (θd,u[n]) (4.15)

where
F (θd,u[n]) = 20 log(sec(θd,u[n])

+
ηLoS − ηNLoS

1 + a exp(−b(θd,u[n]− a))
.

(4.16)

Since rd,u[n] is pre-defined with given L, (4.15) is constant and optimizing hd[n] equals
optimizing θd,u[n] in (4.14) by substituting rd,u[n] tan(θd,u[n]) for corresponding hd[n]. Fig.
4.2 shows the curves of Pd,u[n] versus θd,u[n] under different rd,u[n]. For (4.15), we can
prove the following Proposition 2:

Proposition 2. The (4.15) is a quasi-convex function to θd,u[n] with only one global min-
imum.

Proof. Since the first two parts of (4.15) are constant or the function of rd,u[n], analyzing
the convexity of (4.15) is equal to analyzing the convexity of (4.16). (4.16) can be regarded
as the summation of two functions:

F (θd,u[n]) = F1(θd,u[n]) + F2(θd,u[n])

= 20 log(sec(θd,u[n]) + F2(θd,u[n])

= 20 log(sec(θd,u[n]) +
ηLoS − ηNLoS

1 + a exp(−b(θd,u[n]− a))
.

(4.17)

The first-order derivations of F1(θd,u[n]) and F2(θd,u[n]) are

F ′1(θd,u[n]) =
20

ln(10)
tan(θd,u[n]), (4.18a)

F ′2(θd,u[n]) =
ab(ηLoS − ηNLoS) exp(−b(θd,u[n]− a))

(1 + a exp(−b(θd,u[n]− a)))2
. (4.18b)
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We further calculate the second-order derivations of F1(θd,u[n]) and F2(θd,u[n]) as

F ′′1 (θd,u[n]) =
20

ln(10)
sec2(θd,u[n]), (4.19a)

F ′′2 (θd,u[n]) =
ab2(ηNLoS − ηLoS) exp(−b(θd,u[n]− a))

(1 + a exp(−b(θd,u[n]− a)))2

− 2a2b2(ηNLoS − ηLoS) exp(−2b(θd,u[n]− a))

(1 + a exp(−b(θd,u[n]− a)))3
. (4.19b)

Note that (4.19a) is always larger than zero for all θd,u[n] ∈ [0◦, 90◦], so (4.18a) is proved
to be non-decreasing function. Let (4.19b) equals zero, we can calculate the only root of
(4.19b) θd,u[n]root = a+ ln(a)/b at which (4.18b) achieves its global minimum.

Given the suburban scenario parameters (ηLoS, ηNLoS, a, b) = (0.1, 21, 4.88, 0.43), we can
calculate that:

F ′1(90◦) + F ′2(90◦) ≥ 0, (4.20a)

F ′1(θd,u[n]root) + F ′2(θd,u[n]root) ≤ 0, (4.20b)

F ′1(0◦) + F ′2(0◦) ≤ 0. (4.20c)

which indicates F ′1(θd,u[n]) + F ′2(θd,u[n]), i.e., (4.22), has only one root between θd,u[n]root

and 90◦. Therefore, we can conclude that (4.16) is a uni-modal function with only one
global minimum for all θd,u[n] ∈ [0◦, 90◦].

Define the θd,u[n] achieves the global minimum of (4.16) as θd,u[n]opt, a ∈ [0◦, 90◦],
b ∈ [0◦, 90◦] and t = λa + (1 − λ)b ∀λ ∈ [0, 1]. If a ≤ b ≤ θd,u[n]opt, (4.16) is non-
increasing function to t and F (b) ≤ F (t) ≤ F (a). If θd,u[n]opt ≤ a ≤ b, (4.16) is non-
decreasing function to t and F (a) ≤ F (t) ≤ F (b). If a ≤ θd,u[n]opt ≤ b, (4.16) ensures
that F (t) ≤ max{F (a), F (b)}. Since that, we can argue that for any a ∈ [0◦, 90◦] and
b ∈ [0◦, 90◦]:

F (λa+ (1− λ)b) ≤ max{F (a), F (b)} ∀λ ∈ [0, 1] (4.21)

which corresponds to the definition of quasi-convex function. Therefore, (4.15) is a quasi-
convex function with only one global minimum.

To obtain the optimal θd,u[n]opt at which Pd,u[n] reaches the global minimum, we let
the first-order derivation of Pd,u[n] to θd,u[n] equals zero:

∂Pd,u[n]

∂θd,u[n]
=

20

ln(10)
tan(θd,u[n])

+
ab(ηLoS − ηNLoS) exp(−b(θd,u[n]− a))

(1 + a exp(−b(θd,u[n]− a)))2
= 0.

(4.22)
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Figure 4.2: Pd,u[n] versus θd,u[n].

(4.22) is a transcendental equation without closed-form solution. However, considering the
fact that (4.15) has only one global minimum which is the single solution for (4.22), we
can further calculate the second-order derivation of Pd,u[n] to θd,u[n]:

∂2Pd,u[n]

∂θd,u[n]2
=

20

ln(10)
sec2(θd,u[n])

+
2a2b2(ηLoS − ηNLoS) exp(−2b(θd,u[n]− a))

(1 + a exp(−b(θd,u[n]− a)))3

− ab2(ηLoS − ηNLoS) exp(−b(θd,u[n]− a))

(1 + a exp(−b(θd,u[n]− a)))2
.

(4.23)

Then, the θd,u[n]opt can be calculated through the Newton-Raphson method:

θd,u[n]i+1 = θd,u[n]i −
Pd,u[n]′(θd,u[n]i)

Pd,u[n]′′(θd,u[n]i)
(4.24)

where the iteration stops when θd,u[n]i+1 − θd,u[n]i ≤ ε and θd,u[n]opt = θd,u[n]i+1. The
calculation of θd,u[n]opt is constrained by hd[n]d ≤ rd,u[n] tan(θd,u[n]) ≤ hd[n]u where hd[n]d
and hd[n]u are upper and lower bounds of hd[n] due to D2B link quality constraint. After
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obtaining θd,u[n]opt for each θd,u[n], the optimal hd[n]opt can be calculated as

hd[n]opt =


hd[n]u, θd,u[n]opt ≥ arctan(hd[n]up

rd,u[n]
)

hd[n]d, θd,u[n]opt ≤ arctan(hd[n]down

rd,u[n]
)

rd,u[n] tan(θd,u[n]opt), otherwise.

(4.25)

4.4.5 Protect Distance Constraint

Given the assumption that all trajectories are closed curves in 3D space, the start slot of
each trajectory can be any slots on the trajectory. Because all trajectories are assumed to
have same length of period N , for any trajectory, different start slots can lead to different
inter-DC distances at all following slots. Since that, it is efficient to schedule the start slot
of each DC to prevent violating protect distance constraint (4.8l) in following slots. We
address protect distance constraint in the start slot scheduling process due to two reasons:
First, the feasible set of constraint (4.8l) is non-convex for trajectory related variables,
i.e., L and H, optimizing them in horizontal trajectory or height optimization problems
can significantly increase the problem complexity. Besides, by ensuring the protect dis-
tance constraint through start slot scheduling, the DC trajectory planning result can be
maintained, which achieves better average D2U pathloss than modifying those optimized
trajectories. Since the start slot scheduling is not an optimization problem, we can accept
any start slots set as long as it ensures constraint (4.8l). In this work, we apply a greedy-
based searching algorithm, as shown in Algorithm 3, to iteratively schedule the start slots
of all DCs di ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , |D|. In each iteration, di sequentially sets its start slot as
nj ∀j = 1, 2, . . . , N and calculate the 3D distances between di and previous scheduled
dk ∀k ≤ i at every slots. If any start slot nj ensures protect distance constraint at every
slots, the start slot of di is temporally scheduled to nj and break to the di+1 iteration. If
all nj ∀j = 1, 2, . . . , N on di’s trajectory cannot ensure protect distance constraint, the
algorithm abandons the current and all previous scheduled DCs and re-run the first itera-
tion of d1 with updated start slot n1 = n1 + 1. Algorithm 3 stops until all di are scheduled
with feasible start slots.

4.4.6 Proposed Algorithm

By decoupling the decision variable set into multiple blocks, i.e., At, Kt, ld[n] ∀d, n,
hd[n] ∀d, n, each block’s sub-problem can be optimized respectively with other blocks keep-
ing constant. Therefore, the problem (4.8) can be solved through iteratively optimizing
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Algorithm 3 Start slots scheduling algorithm

1: Generate start slots set S = {n1 = 1, n2 = 1, . . . , n|D| = 1} for DC d1, d2, . . . , d|D|.
2: for i = 1, 2, . . . , |D| do
3: for j = 1, 2, . . . , N do
4: Set di’s start slot as nj.
5: Calculate distance between di and dk ∀k ≤ i at all slots with di starts at nj.
6: Break if all distances are larger than Zmin

7: end for
8: if Zmin is violated for all nj ∈ N then
9: Set i = 1, n1 = n1 + 1.
10: end if
11: end for

those sub-problems until the results converge, which yields to the classic BCD method.
Based on the BCD method, we propose the algorithm to solve the multi-DC 3D trajectory
planning and scheduling problem, which shows in Algorithm 4. At, Kt, Wt denote the
AoI association, D2U communication scheduling and DC trajectories after each iteration
t, respectively. Wt is composed by Lt and Ht. According to the BCD method, the pro-
posed algorithm ensures convergence since the global optimal results of all sub-problem
are accurately achieved [39] [110].

Initial trajectories are required for the first iteration of AoI association. Without loss of
generality, we set the same initial height h0 ∈ [hd[n]d, hd[n]u] for all DC. For each DC, we
apply a circle initial trajectory with radius r0 = 1 m. Given the assumption in subsection
A that the initial D2U communication scheduling kd,u[n] equals one for ∀d, u, n, it is better
to deploy the center of each circle trajectory to the position where the summation of D2U
pathloss between its adjacent AoIs (will be associated to the DC with high probability) is
minimized. Therefore, the classic k-means algorithm can be effectively applied to determine
the initial trajectory center of each DC by substituting D2U pathloss for the geometric
distance in original algorithm. To reduce the convergence time and improve the result
quality, we apply the k-means ++ algorithm which prefers centroid seeds with large mutual
distances [111].

4.5 Numerical Results

We conduct extensive simulations to verify the performance of our proposed algorithm in
minimizing average D2U pathloss of the network. The simulations are link level without
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Algorithm 4 Multi-DC 3D trajectory planning and scheduling algorithm

1: Initiate initial D2U communication scheduling K0, initial height h0.
2: Calculate initial horizontal trajectory L0 through k-means ++ algorithm.
3: Set t = 1, ∆W =∞.
4: while ∆W ≥ ε do
5: Solve problem (4.9) to obtain At by treating Kt−1, Lt−1 and Ht−1 as constants.
6: Solve problem (4.10) to obtain Kt by treating At, Lt−1 and Ht−1 as constants.
7: for d ∈ D, n = 1, 2, . . . , N do
8: Solve problem (4.12) to obtain Ld[n]opt by treating At, Kt, Ht−1 and

Ld[n̄] ∀d, n̄ 6= n as constants.
9: Update Lt with ld[n]opt.
10: end for
11: for d ∈ D, n = 1, 2, . . . , N do
12: Solve problem (4.14) to obtain hd[n]opt by treating At, Kt, Lt and hd[n̄] ∀d, n̄ 6= n

as constants.
13: Update Ht with hd[n]opt.
14: end for
15: Update Wt with Lt and Ht.
16: t = t+ 1.
17: ∆W = Wt −Wt−1.
18: end while
19: Run Algorithm 3 to ensure protect distance constraint.
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simulating specific MAC or upper layers protocols. The BS is located at the origin point
(coordinate (0, 0, 0)) and the side-length of grid is set to 20 m. Both D2U and D2B pathloss
models are configured in suburban scenario. To provide additional spectrum resources for
DA-RAN and reduce the interference to terrestrial RAN users, the frequency band of D2U
communication fc is expected to be different from the licensed cellular band. Like most
commercial drone products [29] [112] and DC related works [113] [44] [51] [75], we use the
2.4 GHz unlicensed band as the carrier for D2U communications. D2B communications
use the 850 MHz LTE band according to the D2B pathloss model [24]. By allocating
different carrier frequencies, the interference between D2U and D2B communication can be
prevented. Initial height h0 is set to 80 m within the working-zone of DC over the whole BS
radio coverage area [23]. We treat δt as the minimal time unit to calculate related variables
including Vmax, Hmax, etc. There is no need to assign specific value for δt in the simulation,
however, according to the general specifications of commercial drones (50 − 70 km/h for
horizontal speed, 3 − 5 m/s for ascent/descent speed) [50], the approximate value of δt is
around 10 s. Table. 4.1 shows detail simulation parameters.

Table 4.1: Simulation Parameters for Multi-DC 3D Trajectory Planning and Communica-
tion Scheduling

Parameters Numerical Values

BS radio coverage radius rBS 900 m
AoI number |U| 20
D2U parameters (ηLoS, ηNLoS, a, b) (0.1,21,4.88,0.43)
D2B parameters (α,A, θ0, B, η0) (3.04,-23.29,-3.61,4.14,20.7)
Carrier frequencies (D2U, D2B) (2.4 GHz, 850 MHz)
Slots amount in one period N 60 slot
D2B pathloss constraint PDB 80 dB
Minimal per-AoI slot number Smin 10 slot
Maximal per-DC AoI number |Ad|max 6
Maximal horizontal speed Vmax 30, 50, 70, 90, 110 m/slot
Maximal vertical speed Hmax 10 m/slot
Protect Distance Zmin 200 m
Trajectory difference ε 0.1 m for each slot
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Figure 4.3: Trajectory planning results of 5 DCs serving 20 AoIs.
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4.5.1 3D Trajectory Planning for Multiple DCs

Fig. 4.3 shows the scenario where the trajectories of five DCs are optimized to serve twenty
AoIs with Vmax = 90 m/slot. The closed curves dotted by different markers in Fig. 4.3(a)
and Fig. 4.3(b) denote different DC trajectories; the squares on the X-Y plane represent
AoIs. AoIs are associated to corresponding DCs with same colors. Fig. 4.3(c) illustrates
the changes of flying height within one period. As shown in Fig. 4.3(a) and 4.3(b), for
each DC, the optimized trajectory can fly over all its associated AoIs and form a closed
curve in 3D space. In Fig. 4.3(c), all DC flying height curves are lower bounded around
78 m, which is the lower bound of hd[n]d due to the D2B pathloss constraint.

Note that for each trajectory in Fig. 4.3(b), the summation of dots on the section
between two AoIs is less than 50% of the total slots number N . Besides, the height curves
in Fig. 4.3(c) show the trend to maintain fixed values for consecutive slots. Combining
Figs. 4.3(b) and 4.3(c), we can justify that the remaining dots in Fig. 4.3(b) are overlapped
above the associated AoIs, and those overlapped dots corresponds to the consecutive slots
have fixed heights in Fig. 4.3(c). In other word, the proposed algorithm prefers hovering
DCs above the associated AoIs, while leave minimal slots for the travelling process between
adjacent hovering positions. Such a “hovering effect” can be explained as follows. For any
slot n, the proposed algorithm is prone to small rd,u[n] which minimizes the D2U pathloss
with given hd[n]. On the contrary, the smaller the rd,u[n] is, the higher the probability that
rd,u[n]θd,u[n]opt ≤ hd[n]d. Based on (4.25), if rd,u[n]θd,u[n]opt ≤ hd[n]d, the optimal height
equals the lower bound of flying height hd[n]d at current position. Since the minimal rd,u[n]
equals zero, the minimal average D2U pathloss can be achieved by the trajectory with most
slots hovering above the AoIs. From Fig. 4.3(c), we can see that several height bursts occur
when each DC is flying between two AoI with a long inter-AoI distance. At those slots,
the DC is relatively far from the scheduled AoI and rd,u[n] tan(θd,u[n]opt) can fall in the
feasible height range between hd[n]d and hd[n]u constrained by D2B pathloss threshold.
Therefore, the optimal heights prefer to approach the value of rd,u[n] tan(θd,u[n]opt) in
those slots, which leads to the height bursts. Fig. 4.3(d) shows the CDF of inter-DC
distance within one period T . The red dotted line is the protect distance constraint. It
can be seen that all inter-DC distances of the final trajectory planning result are larger
than the protect distance threshold Zmin, which indicates the effectiveness of the start slots
scheduling algorithm to ensure protect distance constraint.

Fig. 4.4 presents two groups of trajectory planning results with Vmax = 30 m/slot and
Vmax = 110 m/slot, respectively. The available DC number |D| equals four for both groups.
As shown in Fig. 4.4, the AoI associations are same under different Vmax. The trajectories
in Fig. 4.4(a) cannot fly over every associated AoI since the maximal horizontal speed
is too small to ensure the DCs to approach every associated AoIs within one period. In
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Figure 4.4: Trajectory planning results impacted by horizontal speeds.
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Figure 4.5: Trajectory planning results impacted by DC number.
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Fig. 4.4(c) where Vmax is high enough, the DCs can even hovering on each associated AoI
for few slots since the flying interval between two hovering positions requires less slots.
Comparing Fig. 4.4(b) and 4.4(d), we can see that the variation of flying height with
Vmax = 30 m/slot is larger than the height variation with Vmax = 110 m/slot. Because in
low Vmax scenario, the traveling process between two AoIs requires more slots than that in
the high Vmax scenario, the optimal height rd,u[n] tan(θd,u[n]opt) in small Vmax has higher
probability to fall into the feasible flying height range. Considering the four DCs trajectory
planning scenario, the CDF of D2U pathloss under different Vmax are compared in Fig. 4.6.
Given any pathloss threshold, We can see that the probability of D2U pathloss less than
the threshold raises as the Vmax increases.

Fig. 4.5 compares the trajectory planning results when |D| = 4 and |D| = 7. The
horizontal speed is set as Vmax = 70 m/slot for both scenarios. As the number of available
DC increases, the average number of AoI associated to one DC is reduced, some trajectories
can even degenerate to one static deployment position when the corresponding DC is
associated with only one AoI. On the other hand, since the average rd,u[n] length is also
reduced with the decreasing of associated AoI number for each DC, the variation of flying
height can be reduced with the increasing of |D|. Fig. 4.7 shows the CDF of D2U pathloss
under different |D|. Similar to Fig. 4.6, the probability of D2U pathloss less than any
given threshold increases as more numbers of DC are provided.
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Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7 indicate that the D2U pathloss performance can be influenced by
both Vmax and |D|. In Fig. 4.8, we further investigate the average pathloss performance
with different Vmax and |D|. From preceding analyses, we know that both the higher
Vmax and larger |D| can lead to smaller average rd,u, which eventually reduces the average
pathloss level. According to Fig. 4.8, given the same number of DC, the average pathloss
level decreases slightly as the Vmax increases; while significant average pathloss level reduc-
tion occurs as the |D| increases under fixed maximal horizontal speed. Therefore, we can
conclude that both raising the horizontal speed and increasing the number of available DC
can promote the average D2U pathloss performance of DC trajectory planning, while in-
creasing the number of available DCs is proved to be more efficient than raising horizontal
flying speed. Note that this conclusion is valid for the average D2U pathloss performance
of the whole network only. Since the standard deviations of pathloss (error-bars) plotted in
Fig. 4.8 are highly overlapped with each other, the D2U pathloss performance of specific
DC-to-AoI pair can vary a lot. Nevertheless, as the horizontal speed and available DC
number increase, the standard deviation is reduced, which indicates that the user fairness
can also be promoted by raising Vmax and |D|.

We further analyze the impacts of different initial trajectories (ITs) to the achieved
average D2U pathloss performance. We compare four types of ITs, i.e., 1) circle IT with
the center location determined by k-means ++; 2) point IT (where the trajectory shrinks
to one hovering point) with the point location determined by k-means ++; 3) circle IT with
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the center location uniformly distributed over |S|bs; 4) point IT with the point location
uniformly distributed over |S|bs. Fig. 4.9 shows the comparison result. We can see that
the k-means-based circle IT used in the proposed algorithm achieves minimal average D2U
pathloss and pathloss standard deviation. Comparing the performance gaps between ITs,
we note that applying k-means ++ algorithm has more significant impact to both average
D2U pathloss and pathloss standard deviation than using circle-shaped IT.
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4.5.2 Performance Comparison

To highlights the efficiency of the proposed multi-DC 3D trajectory planning and schedul-
ing, we compare the average D2U pathloss performance achieved by our proposed trajectory
planning algorithm, as well as the static DC deployment scheme in Fig. 4.10 and Table
4.2. For static DC deployment algorithm, we use the DI-PSO algorithm proposed in [23].
Without loss of generality, we use all data achieved by Vmax = 30, 50, 70, 90, 110 m/slot to
calculate the average D2U pathloss of the proposed trajectory planning algorithm. From
Fig. 4.10, we can see that the average D2U pathloss of both algorithms are reduced as
the available DC number increases. However, the D2U pathloss performance achieved by
our trajectory planning algorithm maintains 10− 15 dB smaller than that achieved by the
DI-PSO algorithm.
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Figure 4.9: Initial trajectory comparison.
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Figure 4.10: Average D2U pathloss comparison between trajectory planning and static
deployment of multiple DCs.
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The user fairness promotion provided by the proposed trajectory planning algorithm
is indicated by the error-bars in Fig. 4.10 and the D2U pathloss standard deviation com-
parison in Table 4.2. σt and σs are D2U pathloss standard deviations for DC trajectory
planning and static DC deployment, respectively. In Fig. 4.10, we can see that the stan-
dard deviation of D2U pathloss achieved by both algorithms are reduced as the available
DC number increases. While the σt maintains less than half of the σs, there is no overlap
between the error-bars achieved by two algorithms. From Table 4.2, we can calculate that
the DC trajectory planning can lower the D2U pathloss standard deviation by 68.34% on
average compared with the static DC deployment.

To highlight the cost-efficiency of the trajectory planning algorithm, and provide a
guideline to determine the number of required DC, we compare the minimal required DC
number under different D2U pathloss thresholds in Table 4.3. The D2U pathloss threshold
is a strict constraint, which means that for any DC at any slot, the D2U pathloss to any
AoI cannot exceed it. As shown in Table 4.3, under the same D2U pathloss threshold,
the minimal required DC amount is decreased as the maximal horizontal speed of DC
increases. Besides, given any threshold levels, the static DC deployment always requires
two to four more DCs than the DC trajectory planning algorithm, which implies that the
DC trajectory planning algorithm is more economical than the static DC deployment.

Table 4.2: D2U Pathloss Standard Deviation Comparison

DC number 4 5 6 7
σt 2.1203 2.0476 1.3923 0.9887
σs 6.8313 6.7562 4.2329 3.0530
(σs − σt)/σs 68.96% 69.69% 67.11% 67.61%

Table 4.3: Minimal DC Amounts Comparison

D2U pathloss threshold (dB) 98 95 92 89 86
30m/slot 3 4 5 6 8
30m/slot 3 4 5 6 8
70m/slot 3 4 4 6 7
90m/slot 3 4 4 5 7
110m/slot 3 3 4 4 6

Static deployment 6 7 8 10 10
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4.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have studied the 3D trajectory planning and scheduling for multiple
DCs in DA-RAN with the state-of-the-art D2U and D2B pathloss models considered. We
have formulated the MINLP problem to minimize the average D2U pathloss achieved by
multi-DC trajectory planning and scheduling. To solve the MINLP problem, we have de-
coupled the MINLP problem into multiple solvable sub-problems, and devised a BCD-based
multi-DC 3D trajectory planning and scheduling algorithm in which the AoI association,
D2U communication scheduling, horizontal trajectories, and flying altitudes of DCs are
iteratively optimized. A start slot scheduling algorithm and a k-means-based circle IT
have been proposed to ensure the protect distance constraint and generate initial DC tra-
jectories. We have investigated the impacts of available DC number, horizontal speed and
different IT on the achieved average D2U pathloss. Simulation results have shown that
the proposed algorithm can achieve 10− 15 dB average D2U pathloss reduction, and pro-
mote pathloss standard deviation by 68% when compared with the static DC deployment
algorithm.
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Chapter 5

Hierarchical DRL-based
Multi-Drone-Cell Trajectory
Planning and Resource Allocation for
High-Mobility Users

To address the high dynamics and uncertainties of high-mobility users, in this chapter,
we propose a hierarchical DRL based multi-DC trajectory planning and resource alloca-
tion (HDRLTPRA) scheme. The objective of the multi-DC TPRA problem is maximizing
the accumulative network throughput when satisfying user fairness, DC power consump-
tion and DC-to-ground link quality constraints. We first decouple the multi-DC TPRA
problem into two hierarchical sub-problems, i.e., the higher-level global trajectory plan-
ning sub-problem and the lower-level local TPRA sub-problem. In particular, the GTP
sub-problem roughly plans trajectories for multiple DCs over a long time period in a large
area, while the LTPRA sub-problem controls the real-time movement of single DC and
resource allocation within its communication coverage. Then the HDRLTPRA scheme is
designed, which consists of two customized DRL algorithms for the two sub-problems re-
spectively. For the GTP sub-problem, we propose a multi-agent DRL based MARL-GTP
algorithm which learns the joint trajectory planning policy for multiple DCs to maximize
the accumulative number of users being served. The non-stationary state space caused
by multi-DC environment is addressed by the multi-agent fingerprint technique. Given
the global trajectory planning results, we further design a DDPG based DDPG-LTPRA
algorithm for the LTPRA sub-problem. The DDPG-LTPRA algorithm is executed on each
DC independently to adjust its movements and allocate transmit power over a continuous
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action space, in response to the real-time user traffic variations. Simulations based on real-
world scenario show the performance improvements provided by the proposed HDRLTPRA
scheme over the model-based TPRA scheme.

5.1 Background and Motivations

In DA-RAN, DCs are dynamically deployed to serve users using additional spectrum re-
source, and relay data between served user and terrestrial BSs via D2B links. Since the
DA-RAN’s capability to address terrestrial traffic variations is enabled by DC’s dynamic
deployment feature, the DC trajectory planning problem, which designs flying traces of
DCs to serve terrestrial users in specific areas, is essential for DA-RAN research. The spe-
cific areas include both the blind spots of terrestrial RAN’s communication coverage, as
well as the BTSs where allocated terrestrial RAN resources are inadequate to support the
dense traffic, e.g. congested roads, stadium with sports events, etc. On the other hand, the
resource allocation decisions of each DC can be adapted to fit the user distribution status
in different deploying locations. Therefore, the trajectory planning and resource allocation
for the DC should be jointly investigated, which forms the DC trajectory planning and
resource allocation (TPRA) problem.

The DC TPRA problem has been studied by some pioneer works with the objectives
of improving given performance metrics [39] [51], e.g. network throughput, QoS of users,
etc. In these non-learning-based works, the terrestrial users or uncovered areas are mod-
eled as static nodes for each trajectory planning and resource allocation process. If the
user locations or traffic patterns change significantly, re-planning and re-allocation are ex-
ecuted. The trajectory of each DC is modeled as a closed curve composed by discrete 3D
locations, the DC sequentially transverses each location and serves the associated users
(covered areas) at scheduled time slots. Given the fixed user locations and known traffic
model, a deterministic TPRA decision for each DC, which cannot adapt itself to traffic
variations, is calculated through optimization methods. However, the deterministic trajec-
tory and static user model is only applicable for fixed or low-mobility users with scheduled
communications, e.g. data collection for massive Internet of things (IoT) devices [52]. To
adapt to the non-static environment, the learning-based TPRA research leverages machine
learning techniques to make TPRA decisions for DCs according to environment variations
[53]. However, most of the existing works consider scenarios with single DC, fixed num-
ber of users, single BS communication coverage, or only designing the trajectory without
resource allocation [85] [86] [87] [88] [114]. When focusing on a large RAN area with non-
static users, the number of users is spatio-temporal variant due to the high user mobility.
Besides, multiple DCs are required to cooperatively serve the ground users, which involves
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potential mutual interference among DCs. Therefore, it is still challenging to propose a
learning-based TPRA scheme in general environment with multiple DCs, non-fixed number
of high-mobility users over large RAN areas.

In this chapter, we investigate the multi-DC TPRA problem to serve high-mobility
users (e.g. vehicular users) over large RAN areas with multiple BSs. Considering the
user fairness, DC energy consumption, D2U and D2B communication constraints, the
multi-DC TPRA problem in high-mobility scenario is formulated as a constrained Markov
decision process (CMDP) which aims at maximizing the long-term accumulative network
throughput over the large area. However, the multi-DC TPRA problem is intractable
for conventional DRL-based algorithms in complex environment due to the high spatio-
temporal network dynamics and the inter-DC interference. Therefore, we propose a hi-
erarchical DRL based HDRLTPRA scheme to decouple the highly complicated problem
into two hierarchical sub-problems. The objective of higher-level global trajectory plan-
ning sub-problem is planning global trajectories for multiple DCs by the RAN controller
to maximize the accumulated number of served users over a large area and a long time.
The global trajectory determines the sequence of areas (e.g. BTSs) served by the DC. The
GTP decision step (i.e., planning interval) for the global trajectory is relatively long to
contain multiple fine-grained TPRA decisions within it. Based on the global trajectory
decision at each GTP step, the lower-level local trajectory planning and resource alloca-
tion sub-problem is addressed by each DC independently to control real-time movement
and allocate resources within the pre-determined area by GTP sub-problem. To solve the
two sub-problems in HDRLTPRA, a multi-agent DRL based GTP (MARL-GTP) algo-
rithm and a deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) based LTPRA (DDPG-LTPRA)
algorithm are respectively designed. The main contributions of this work are three-folded:

• We propose an effective multi-DC HDRLTPRA scheme for the high-mobility sce-
nario. In HDRLTPRA, the higher-level MARL-GTP algorithm addresses the com-
plexities caused by multiple DCs and long-term variations of user distributions. The
lower-level DDPG-LTPRA algorithm addresses the real-time variations of served user
numbers and locations, with the state space constrained by the output of higher-level
MARL-GTP algorithm. This hierarchical DRL framework allows the HDRLTPRA
to converge to sub-optimal TPRA solutions with high probability.

• To generate the global trajectories, we design the MARL-GTP algorithm which im-
plements fully cooperative multi-agent DRL to fit the multi-DC environment. In
specific, the multi-agent fingerprints and prioritized experience replay (PER) meth-
ods are applied to design the hyper-parameters and NNs in MARL-GTP algorithm
to address the non-stationary environment and sparse rewards.
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• In response to the real-time user mobility, we design the DDPG-LTPRA algorithm
executed by each DC independently to adjust the real-time DC flying control and re-
source allocation (transmit power). In DDPG-LTPRA algorithm, the DDPG enables
the trajectory planning and resource allocation over continuous spaces. Besides, the
complexity of DDPG-LTPRA’s input are reduced by mathematical analyses of D2U
communication, which further improves the convergence performance.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we introduce
the system model in which high-mobility users and multiple DCs are involved. Then the
multi-DC TPRA problem is formulated and decoupled into two hierarchical sub-problems
in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, the HDRLTPRA scheme is proposed with the higher-level
MARL-GTP algorithm and the lower-level DDPG-TPRA algorithm. Real-world scenario
based simulations are carried out in Section 5.5, followed by conclusions in Section 5.6.

5.2 System Model

5.2.1 DA-RAN Scenario with High-Mobility Users

Fig. 5.1 shows the DA-RAN scenario where two DCs embedded on rotary-wing drones are
released by the DA-RAN to serve high-mobility users (e.g., vehicular users) over a large
area. In this work, we consider downlink transmissions in DA-RAN where DCs relay data
from BS to their served users using additional spectrum resources. Define the DA-RAN
scenario as G whose area is large enough to contain multiple BSs, such as a university
campus with its affiliated regions. In the DA-RAN scenario G, denote B = {b1, b2, . . . , b|B|}
as the set of BSs with cardinality |B|, and D = {d1, d2, . . . , d|D|} as the set of DCs with
cardinality |D|. The communication coverage of each BS b ∈ B is modelled as a hexagon
area with a circumscribed circle radius Rb. The blue and yellow areas in the right side
of Fig. 5.1 represent the coverage of two BSs, respectively. The communication coverage
of each DC d ∈ D is also a hexagon area with a circumscribed circle radius Rd, as shown
in the left side of Fig. 5.1. To simplify the environment for DC trajectory planning, we
evenly divided the whole scenario into a hexagon mesh where the size of each unit hexagon
(unit) equals one DC’s communication coverage. Denote each unit as g, we can redefine
G as a set G = {g1, g2, . . . , g|G|} with the cardinality |G|. The communication coverage of
BS b is further modelled as a set Gb = {gb . . . } containing multiple units covered by BS b.
Note that Gb ∩ Gb̄ ≥ ∅,∀b 6= b̄ due to the coverage overlapping of adjacent BSs.

Because of the high-mobility feature, the total numbers and locations of users in the
whole scenario G are random variables changing over time. Define the decision time step
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t with length δt, during which both DCs and high-mobility users can only move within
sufficiently small ranges with negligible effects on the network performance. The locations
of each DC d and each user u at step t are represented by zd(t) = (xd(t), yd(t), hd(t)) and
(xu(t), yu(t)), respectively, where xd, yd, hd and xu, yu are 3D and 2D Cartesian coordinates,
respectively. All users served by DC d at step t form a set Ud(t) with the cardinality
(number of users) |Ud(t)|, and all users in unit g at step t is represented by the set Ug(t)
with the cardinality |Ug(t)|. Since we mainly address users’ high-mobility issue in this work,
we assume all users are running the same type of services with homogeneous downlink data
traffic patterns and bandwidth requirements.

DC Local 
Trajectory

D2U 
Links

High Mobile 
Users

DC Global 
Trajectory

DC Global 
Trajectory

BS
Drone 

Cell

Drone 
Cell

Unit 
Hexagon

D2B 
Link

Figure 5.1: System model.

5.2.2 DC Communication Model

The state-of-the-art D2U and D2B channel models are used to indicate the high LoS
probabilities of both D2U and D2B links. According to [45], the average D2U pathloss
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(dB) is calculated by:

PL
du

(
rdu(t), hd(t)

)
= 20 log

(4πfc
c

√
hd(t)

2 + rdu(t)
2
)

+ Prlosηlos +
(
1− Prlos

)
ηnlos

(5.1)

where rdu(t) (m), hd(t) (m), fc (Hz), and c (m/s) are D2U horizontal distance, DC flying
height, carrier frequency, and speed of light, respectively. Denoted by Prlos, the LoS
probability is calculated by:

Prlos =
1

1 + a exp(−b arctan( hd(t)
rdu(t)

) + ab)
. (5.2)

In (5.1) and (5.2), a, b, ηlos, and ηnlos are all environment-based constants.

The D2B channel is naturally modeled as LoS channel with environment-based offsets
[24]. The D2B pathloss (dB) is calculated by:
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= 10α log
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)
+ η0

+ A
(

arctan(
hd(t)

rdb(t)
)− θ0

)
e

( θ0−arctan(
hd(t)
rdb(t)

)

B

) (5.3)

where rdb(t), A, α, θ0, η0, and B are D2B horizontal distance, excess pathloss scalar,
terrestrial pathloss exponent, angle offset, excess pathloss offset, and angle scalar, respec-
tively. The 850 MHz LTE bands is used in (5.3) [24]. Both (5.1) and (5.3) are large-scale
pathloss models. Since this work mainly investigates the impact of user mobility on the
environment complexity, the small-scale channel shadowing and fading are not involved for
analysis simplicity.

To prevent interference between DCs, we assume all DCs are assigned with orthogonal
spectrum resources with the same total bandwidth BD. Since the users are homogeneous
in terms of their bandwidth requirement, to ensure user fairness, the BD of each DC is
evenly shared by all its associated users with a maximal per user bandwidth constraint
bU. Denote DC d’s downlink transmit power to user u at step t by Pdu(t), the downlink
throughput of user u at step t is calculated by:

cdu(t) =
bU log2

(
1 +

Pdu(t)β−1
du (rdu(t),hd(t))

σ0bU

)
, bU ≤ BD

|Ud(t)|

BD

|Ud(t)| log2

(
1 +

Pdu(t)β−1
du (rdu(t),hd(t))

σ0BD/|Ud(t)|

)
, otherwise

(5.4)
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where βdu(rdu(t), hd(t)) = 10P
L
du(rdu(t),hd(t))/10 is the power attenuation coefficient, σ0 is the

spectral density of noise power.

Although the bandwidth are assumed to be evenly shared by users of the DC, the
achieved throughput of users are still uneven due to different D2U 3D distances and differ-
ent transmit power levels allocated by the TPRA strategies. We apply Jains fairness index
[115] to measure the throughput fairness between all users served by one DC d at step t:

md(t) =
(
∑

u∈Ud(t) cdu(t))
2

|Ud(t)|
∑

u∈Ud(t) cdu(t)
2 (5.5)

where md(t) ∈ [1/n, 1]. The fairness level between users increases as the fairness index
md(t) increases.

5.2.3 DC Energy Consumption Model

The limited total battery energy of each DC Ed is mainly consumed by three parts, i.e., the
computation energy, data transmission energy and propulsion energy. The computation
energy enables the signal processing and computation functions on DC, which is relatively
much smaller than the communication and propulsion energy. Without loss of generality,
we ignore the computation energy consumption in this work. Denote Pd(t) as the total
transmit power of DC d at step t:

Pd(t) =
∑

u∈Ud(t)

Pdu(t). (5.6)

The propulsion power energy is used to keep the DC aloft and adjust the movements. For
a rotary-wing DC flying with speed vd(t) at time step t, the propulsion power consumption
can be modeled as [116]:

P prop
d (t) = Pb(1 +

3vd(t)
2

Vtip
2 ) +

PiVh

vd(t)
+
D0S0ρA0vd(t)

3

2
. (5.7)

where Pb and Pi are DC’s blade profile power and induced power in hovering state, respec-
tively, Vtip denotes the tip speed of the rotor blade, Vh is the mean rotor induced velocity
in hovering state, D0, S0, ρ, and A0 are the fuselage drag ratio, rotor solidity, air density,
and rotor disc area, respectively.
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Define the service endurance Td as the DC’s continuously flying time from fully charged
state to energy depletion, we have:

Td∑
t=1

(
Pd(t) + P prop

d (t)
)
δt ≤ Ed. (5.8)

For TPRA task conducted over long time period T > Td, it is impossible for the DC to
keep active with its limited battery capacity. In this chapter, we assume all DCs can fly
back to the associated BSs to charge their batteries, with the same charging speed denoted
by pcrg Joule per step t. The DCs in charging state cannot serve any users. In the following
sections, we use ed(t) to denote the remaining battery energy of DC d at step t:

ed(t) = Ed+
t∑

τ≤t

[
pcrgζ(τ)−

(
Pd(τ) + P prop

d (τ)
)
δt(1− ζ(τ))

] (5.9)

where ζ(τ) = 1 when DC d is charging at step τ , otherwise ζ(τ) = 0.

5.3 Problem Formulation

In this section, the multi-DC TPRA problem is formulated first, then decoupled into the
higher-level GTP sub-problem and the lower-level LTPRA sub-problem according to the
HDRL framework.

5.3.1 Multi-DC TPRA Problem

The objective of the multi-DC TPRA problem is maximizing accumulative network through-
put over time period T , by choosing the appropriate TPRA decisions for each DC d at each
step t to serve high-mobility users in DA-RAN scenario G. Since the highly dynamic and
uncertain user distributions over the scenario G can be assumed to evolve in an ergodic
way, we can model the multi-DC TPRA problem as a MDP.

A typical MDP is denoted by a tuple (S ,A, R, P ), in which S is the state space, A
is action space, R := S × A → R is the reward function, and P := S × A × S → R
is state transition probability. Denote the user distribution status in G at step t by U(t),
we define the system state at step t as S(t) = [U(t),Z(t),E(t)]. Z(t) is the set of all
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DCs’ locations at step t, and E(t)) is the set of all DCs’ remaining energy at step t. We
denote all DCs’ trajectory planning decisions and resource allocation decisions at each
step t by Az(t) and Ar(t), respectively. The system action at step t can be represented
by A(t) = (Az(t),Ar(t)). The state transitions from step t to t + 1 are updated by three
components. The first component is the user distribution status change U(t)→ U(t+ 1),
which depends on the highly dynamic and uncertain environment. The second component
is all DCs’ trajectories updates Z(t + 1) = Z(t) + Az(t) by taking action Az(t). The
third component is the remaining energy updates depend on both trajectory planning and
resource allocation actions.

Define the time-invariant stationary policy mapping from any state S ∈ S to any
action A ∈ A as Π(S,A). We aim to find the optimal policy Π∗ to maximize the long-
term expectation of average network throughput. Therefore, we formulate the multi-DC
TPRA problem, which can be regard as a CMDP, as follows:

max
Π

E

[
lim
T→∞

1

T

T∑
t=1

D∑
d=1

Ud(t)∑
u

cdu

(
S(t)

)∣∣∣∣∣Π
]

(5.10)

s.t. ed(t) ≥ 0, ∀d, t, (5.10a)

md(t) = 1, ∀d, t, (5.10b)

PL
DB

(
rdb(t), hd(t)

)
≤ γDB, ∀d, t, (5.10c)

Ud(t) ∩ Ud̄(t) = ∅, ∀d 6= d̄, t, (5.10d)

vd(t) < Vmax, ∀d, t. (5.10e)

In (5.10), γDB denotes the maximal allowed D2B large-scale pathloss which ensures the
D2B link quality. (5.10a) is the remaining energy constraint of each DC. (5.10b)-(5.10c)
are user fairness constraint and D2B link quality constraint for each DC at each time step,
respectively. (5.10d) ensures multiple DCs do not have coverage overlap to improve DC
utilization efficiency. (5.10e) is the DCs’ maximal flying speed constraint.

Considering massive high-mobility users over the large area G, the size of state space S
for Π(S,A) is tremendous, which is infeasible for simple DRL based algorithm to solve. To
address the complexity, the hierarchical DRL framework is leveraged which decouples the
problem into multiple sub-problems with smaller state space S ⊂ S, then solves the whole
problem by solving all sub-problems iteratively. In this chapter, we decouple the multi-DC
TPRA problem into two hierarchical sub-problems, i.e., the multi-DC GTP sub-problem,
and the single DC LTPRA sub-problem.
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5.3.2 Multi-DC GTP Sub-problem

Note the fact that although the real-time user distribution varies dynamically over different
time steps, the number of users within each unit |Ug(t)| changes little between adjacent
steps, since most users’ moving range within one step t cannot exceed the unit area. On the
other hand, the |Ug(t)| varies smoothly over a long time period T (e.g. number of vehicles
within one road segment at peak hours and normal hours over one day time). This long-
term trends of different units must be learned by the trajectory planning algorithm to
determine global trajectories for DCs.

In this work, we denote each DC d’s global trajectory by zr
d(tr). The global trajectory

zr
d(tr) determines the unit g at which the DC is designed to fly over and serve users at

GTP step tr. The length of each GTP step δr is longer than δt since the user number
statistic in each unit varies slowly with time step. Define the average number of users in
unit g ∈ G over GTP step tr as Ug(tr), the system state for multi-DC GTP sub-problem
is represented by sr(tr) = [Ug(tr), zr(tr),E(tr)]. Ug(tr) is the set of all Ug(tr), zr(tr) is the
set of all DCs’ global trajectory locations (assigned units) at GTP step tr, E(tr) is the set
of all DCs’ remaining battery energy at GTP step tr. Although the statistic data Ug(tr)
average out the random bursts of user traffic over short step t, the long-term uncertainties
and dynamics of the user traffic are kept in r, which still requires the DRL based algorithm
to address. In next time step (tr + 1), we define that the DC can only move to one of the
six neighbor units or remain in its current unit. Therefore, the system action ar(tr) ∈ r

is composed by D units selected from the seven potential units of each DC, respectively.
The state transitions are updated by the mean user number variations Ug(tr)→ Ug(tr +1),
the DC location update zr(tr + 1) = zr(tr) + ar(tr), as well as the remaining energy update
by reducing Er

δ Joule at each tr. The Er
δ is calculated by Edδr

Td
, which constrains the total

energy consumption (consumed by local TPRA actions) of each DC within one GTP step
period. Since we assume all users are homogeneous with a constant data traffic rate,
the objective of (5.10), is equivalent to maximizing the long-term expectation of average
number of served users. Denote the average number of users served by DC d at GTP step
tr by Ud(tr), the multi-DC GTP sub-problem can be formulated as a CMDP:

max
πr

E

[
lim
T→∞

1

T

T∑
tr=1

D∑
d=1

Ud(tr)

∣∣∣∣∣πr

]
(5.11)

s.t. er
d(tr) ≥ 0, ∀d, tr, (5.11a)

g(d, tr) ∈ Gb, ∀d, tr, (5.11b)

g(d, tr) 6= g(d̄, tr), ∀gk, d 6= d̄, tr, (5.11c)

where πr is the stationary policy mapping from sr ∈ r to ar ∈ r. g(d, tr) denotes the
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unit g served by DC d at GTP step tr. (5.11a) indicates the non-negative remaining
battery energy. For T ≥ Td, this constraint can be guaranteed by charging the DC at
its associated BS periodically. (5.11b) constrains the DC can only serve units within
the communication of its associated BS. (5.11c) constrains each unit cannot be served by
multiple DC simultaneously, which prevents the potential collisions and interference.

Note that the DC is able to adapt its antenna or beam directions to keep covering all
users in gk(tr) during each GTP step tr. Given the fixed communication coverage (one unit)
at each GTP step tr, the optimal DC flying height hopt

d (tr) maximizing D2U throughput
can be calculated according to [23]. Therefore, we assume that the optimal flying height
of DC hopt

d (tr) within each GTP step tr is known a priori, which simplifies the state and
action space for the single DC LTPRA sub-problem.

5.3.3 Single DC LTPRA Sub-problem

Given the global trajectory planning result g(d, tr) at each GTP step tr, each DC d in-
dependently solves the single DC TPRA sub-problem within its communication coverage
g(d, tr) at each step t. Although the decision step is t to capture the real-time user mobil-
ity patterns, the complexity of state space l

d and action space l
d are both reduced due to

the small serving area (one unit) and single DC decision (no joint action space of multiple
DCs). For each DC d, the state at step t is represented by sl

d(t) = [Ud(t), zl
d(t), e

l
d(t)], where

Ud(t) is the status of served users, zl
d(t) is the DC location, el

d(t) ∈ [0, Er
δ] is the remaining

energy. The action at step t al
d(t) is composed by trajectory planning action and resource

allocation action. Therefore, the state transitions from t to t + 1 are determined by the
user distribution variations, trajectory planning actions and energy consumption by TPRA
actions. With the objective of maximizing the expectation of average DC throughput, we
formulate the single DC LTPRA sub-problem for each DC d as follows:

max
πl
d

E

[
lim
T→∞

1

T

T∑
t=1

Ud(t)∑
u

cdu

(
sl
d(t), a

l
d(t)
)∣∣∣∣∣πl

d

]
(5.12)

s.t. (5.10a), (5.10b), (5.10c), (5.10e), (5.12a)

where the LTPRA stationary policy πl
d maps sl

d ∈ l
d to al

d ∈ l
d.
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5.4 Hierarchical DRL based Trajectory Planning and

Resource Allocation Scheme

In this section, we first propose the HDRLTPRA scheme to decouple the multi-DC TPRA
problem in a hierarchical way. Then the MARL-GTP algorithm for higher-level sub-
problem, and the DDPG-LTPRA algorithm for lower-level sub-problem are introduced,
respectively.

5.4.1 HDRLTPRA Scheme

Considering the unknown transition probabilities, and the large state spaces due to highly
dynamic and uncertain user mobility, DRL based algorithms are required to solve the
two sub-problems. To integrate DRL algorithms for different sub-problems to solve the
multi-DC TPRA problem, we apply the hierarchical DRL framework [117] and propose
the HDRLTPRA scheme, as shown in Fig. 5.2.

Multi-DC GTP Sub-problem

( MARL-GTP Algorithm )

Single DC LTPRA 

Sub-problem

( DDPG-LTPRA 

Algorithm )

Single DC LTPRA 

Sub-problem

( DDPG-LTPRA 

Algorithm )

Single DC LTPRA 

Sub-problem

( DDPG-LTPRA 

Algorithm )

DCs 

actions
High Mobility User Environment

Higher-level 

observations

Lower-level 

observations
Extrinsic rewards 

Intrinsic 

rewards 

Unit to be served for each DC

Figure 5.2: Architecture of HDRLTPRA scheme.

The proposed HDRLTPRA scheme has two levels. The MARL-GTP algorithm is ex-
ecuted on higher-level which addresses the multi-DC GTP sub-problem. The higher-level
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agent interacts with the high-mobility environment in a low-frequency rate, and observes
the statistic user data, i.e., average user number within each unit in GTP step tr, as the
input state. The extrinsic reward received by higher-level agent is the average number of
users served by all DCs in current GTP step. The output actions of higher-level agent are
units to be served by every DC in next GTP step.

The lower-level of HDRLTPRA is composed by multiple agents executing the DDPG-
LTPRA algorithms to address the single DC LTPRA sub-problem. Each DC acts as one
agent and executes the DDPG-LTPRA algorithm independently. The global trajectory
planning result received from higher-level agent constrains the movement and serving range
of the lower-level agent within one unit, which allows the DDPG-LTPRA algorithm to
determine TPRA decisions in response to the real-time environment variations in the local
unit. The intrinsic reward is obtained by each DC independently from interacting with
the environment, which is defined as the total achieved throughput by the DC over the
currently served unit.

The higher-level and lower-level agents can be trained in both interacting or separate
ways given the online or off-line environment data, respectively. The training phase can
only be stopped after all agents in higher and lower levels reach their convergence. In
real implementation, the higher-level agent is implemented in the central controller of the
DA-RAN to collect global data over the whole scenario and interact with multiple DCs;
each lower-level agent is implemented on individual DC and receives higher-level global
trajectory planning results via D2B communications.

5.4.2 MARL-GTP Algorithm

Given the discrete action spaces of the higher-level GTP sub-problem, the deep Q-network
(DQN) can be used to solve the sub-problem with fast convergence. However, since the
GTP sub-problem considers multiple DCs, the dimension (size) of the joint action space
|r| = 7D increases exponentially as DC number D increases. To prevent the “curse of
dimensionality” for action space in multi-DC environment, the multi-agent DRL is used in
the MARL-GTP algorithm. MARL has been widely applied to solve the high-dimensional
joint action space issue in existing works [118]. By implementing separate DRL algorithms
in each agent, the global convergence is approximated through each agent’s learning based
on its own observation and the inter-communications between agents. In the MARL-
GTP algorithm, we apply the fully cooperative MARL that all agents jointly maximize
the global accumulative reward. Each DC is implemented with an identical DQN as the
learning agent. Detail designs of the MARL-GTP algorithm are listed as follows.
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Action Design

The joint action space of multiple DCs is decoupled into multiple local action spaces for
different agents. The local action for each agent is ar

d(tr), which is an integer between [0, 6].
ar
d(tr) = 0 indicates the DC hovers above current unit in next step, otherwise the DC is

assigned to the corresponding neighbor units. Since the flying speeds and transmit powers
of DCs are not controlled by global trajectory planning, ar

d(tr) contains no power control
actions. The er

d(tr) is updated by directly reducing Er
δ at each GTP step. For the charging

process, we assume that the DC keeps charged during the whole charging GTP step and
the step period δr is long enough for the DC to be fully charged.

State Design

According to Section 5.3.2, the set of average user numbers in all g ∈ G at GTP step tr,
Ug(tr), is used as the state component to represent user distribution changes. This design
is realistic since the DA-RAN’s central controller, in which the MARL-GTP algorithm is
implemented, can collect the data over the whole scenario. For each DC associated with

BS b, we use the subset U bg(d, tr) ⊂ Ug(tr), which is the set of average user numbers in all
g ∈ Gb, as the state component to reduce complexity due to constraint (5.11b). The ID
of currently served unit g(d, tr) by the DC is involved in the state to indicate current DC
location. The ID of unit where the associated BS located gb and the remaining battery
energy level er

d(tr) are also involved in the state for DC charging behavior.

By involving all above designs, the state vector for one agent in MARL-GTP algorithm
is represent as:

sr
d = [U bg(d, tr), g(d, tr), gb, e

r
d(tr)]. (5.13)

In case where the dimension of U bg(d, tr) is too large, the “dimension spread” technique
is applied to the last three elements in sr

d by duplicated them for multiple times, which
balances the input weights of different factors.

Reward Design

At each step, the summation of Nk(d, tr) from all DCs is feedback to every DCs as step
reward W r(tr). On the other hand, to promote the low-power DC flying back to BS for
charging, a punishment reward is applied for low-power DC whose value is proportional to
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the horizontal D2B distance. The general expression of step reward is denoted by:

W r(tr) =

D∑
d=1

Ud(tr),
er
d(tr)

Er
δ

> |rdb(tr)|

D∑
d=1

Ud(tr)− wr
pun|rdb(tr)|,

er
d(tr)

Er
δ

≤ |rdb(tr)|

W r
charge, er

d(tr) = |rdb(tr)| = 0

−wr
pun|rdb(tr)|, er

d(tr) = 0, |rdb(tr)| 6= 0

(5.14)

where −wr
pun is the punishment reward constant, |rdb(tr)| is the normalized D2B horizontal

distance equals to the minimal number of units to be traversed from the DC to the BS.
W r

charge is the charging reward granted by reaching the BS for charging when er
d(tr) = 0.

Priority Experience Replay

The punishment reward in (5.14) can be regarded as the “reward sharing” [119] technique
to promote the agent leaning sparse behaviors with high reward (e.g. W r

charge). To further
increase the probability of those high-reward sparse behavior being learned, the priority
experience replay (PER) technique [119] is applied into MARL-GTP algorithm. Instead of
randomly choosing experienced state-actions pairs in the buffer, the PER stores the past
experience in a priority tree, where the state-actions pairs with higher step rewards have
higher probability to be chosen for learning.

Multi-agent Fingerprint

In MARL, the convergence is hard to be ensured since the movements of other agents
break the environment of the each agent into non-stationary [118]. In [118], the non-
stationary environment issue in MARL is solved by the multi-agent fingerprint technique,
which involves the abstracted state information of other agents into the each agent’s state
design.

Apart from the step IDs of other agents suggested by [118], we also involve a neighbor
DC indicator vector od = [o1, o2, . . . , o6] into state design. od contains six elements repre-
senting the neighboring DCs’ status in the six neighbor units of the DC. Each element in od
equals one when its represented unit is occupied by other DC in next time step, otherwise
the element equals zero. Compared with directly listing all DCs’ locations in the state,
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the od limits the state non-stationary caused by other DCs’ movements within six binary
dimensions, which highly simplifies the state space complexity.

To use od, an inter-agent information exchange process must be executed by all agents
in each step, as shown in Fig. 5.3. In the controller, each agent sequentially takes global
trajectory planning actions, then the remaining agents keep updating their vector od ac-
cording to previous agents’ actions, and use the latest one in their turns to determine the
action. Note that the agent 1 in Fig. 5.3 has no constraint from other DC in its action
chosen, while the last agent is constrained by all previous DCs. Such unfairness between
state and action spaces of different agents can lead to the “lazy agent problem” [118], i.e.,
the agent with the most constraints becomes inactive to prevent affecting other agents
performance. To overcome the “lazy agent problem”, a simple round robin rule is applied
to iteratively select the head agent for the inter-agent information exchange process at each
step.

DQN of 

Agent 1

Agent 1 

observation

Agent 1 

action

DQN of 

Agent 2

Agent 2 

action

DQN of 

Agent 3

Agent 3 

action

+

+

+ . . .

Agent 2 

observation

Agent 3 

observation

Figure 5.3: Inter-agent information exchange.

Leveraging the multi-agent fingerprint technique, we revise the state design for MARL-
GTP as:

sr
d = [U bg(d, tr),od, g(d, tr), gb, e

r
d(tr), tr]. (5.15)

In (5.15), we can directly use the currently step ID tr as fingerprint because the MARL-
GTP algorithm defines no break behaviors over the episode T , therefore, all DCs can
complete each step simultaneously.

Algorithm 5 shows the details of MARL-GTP algorithm within one episode.
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Algorithm 5 MARL-GTP Algorithm

1: Initialize the replay buffer M r(d) with size |M r(d)| for each DC.
2: Initialize the evaluation DQN Qe

d(s
r
d, a

r
d|θed) with random parameters θed for each DC.

3: Initialize the target DQN Qt
d(s

r
d, a

r
d|θtd) with random parameters θtd for each DC.

4: Initialize ε(d) = 1 (fully random), tr = 0, and the εdecay
5: for each episode do
6: for each tr do
7: for d ∈ D do
8: Update od with other DCs’ actions.
9: Choose ar

d(tr) from sr
d(tr) using ε-greedy.

10: if take ar
d(tr) violating (5.12a) then

11: ar
d(tr) = 0.

12: end if
13: Take ar

d(tr), obtain reward W r(tr) according to (5.14), observe next state
sr
d(tr + 1).

14: Store the transition
(
sr
d(tr), a

r
d(tr),W

r
d(tr), s

r
d(tr + 1)

)
in M r(d).

15: Sample a training-batch from M r(d).
16: Calculate

(
sr
d(tr), a

r
d(tr)

)
’s target Q value:

yr
d(tr) = W r

d(tr) + γmax
ar
d

Qt
d

(
sr
d(t+ 1), ar

d

∣∣θtd).
17: Perform gradient decent on θed to minimize:[

yr
d(tr)−Qe

d

(
sr
d(tr), a

r
d(tr)

∣∣θed)]2
18: if mod (tr, N) = 0 then
19: θtd = θed.
20: ε(d) = ε(d)− εdecay
21: end if
22: end for
23: Round robin the order of DCs in inter-agent information exchange.
24: end for
25: end for
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5.4.3 DDPG-LTPRA Algorithm

Given the unit gk(d, tr) decided by the higher-level MARL-GTP algorithm at GTP step tr,
We propose the DDPG-LTPRA algorithm for each DC to serve all users within gk(d, tr)
over one GTP step period δr. To promote the accuracy of local TPRA results, we allow
the DC to choose TPRA actions from a continuous action space, which is enabled by
the DDPG DRL technique. Based on the typical DDPG NN architecture, we specify the
DDPG-LTPRA algorithm with the following designs.

Action Design

According to Section 5.3, the DC has two types of actions to increase the total achieved
throughput, i.e. the transmit power control action, and the trajectory planning action.
Considering the high mobility of users, the number of users within the served unit can
change with each step t. Since the variable action and state dimensions are not supported
by any DRL frameworks, it is hard and inefficient to directly allocate transmit power
at per-user level by the DDPG-TPRA algorithm. Therefore, in this work, we define the
amount of total transmit power Pd(t) at each step t as the transmit power control action.
Given the Pd(t), we apply a simple fair power allocation mechanism for all served users in
step t, which ensures strict per-user throughput fairness with md(t) = 1. Specifically, the
power allocated to each user u is calculated by:

Pdu(t) =
Pd(t)βdu(t)∑
u∈Ud(t) βdu(t)

. (5.16)

The choice of Pd(t) is dependent on the current number of users being served, as well as
the total available energy within one GTP step period δr.

Given the fixed flying height hopt
d (tr) defined in Section 5.3.2, the trajectory planning

action of the DC is determining its horizontal flying speed vd(t). We represent vd(t) by two
components (vxd(t), vyd(t)) along x and y-axis in the action space. Define the maximal speed
of both components as V c

max = Vmax/
√

2, the values of vxd(t) and vyd(t) are selected between
[−V c

max, V
c

max]. Therefore, the trajectory action space of a DC is defined as a horizontal
2D square centered at DC’s current location with diagonal length 2Vmax. In general, the
output action of the DDPG-LTPRA algorithm is represent as:

al
d(t) = [vxd(t), vyd(t), Pd(t)]. (5.17)
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Algorithm 6 DDPG-TPRA Algorithm

1: Initialize the replay buffer M l with size |M l|.
2: Initialize the actor network Φa(s

l
d|ϕa) with random parameters ϕa, and target actor

network Φt
a(s

l
d|ϕta) with parameters ϕta = ϕa.

3: Initialize the critic network Φc(s
l
d, a

l
d|ϕc) with random parameters ϕc, and target critic

network Φt
c(s

l
d, a

l
d|ϕtc) with parameters ϕtc = ϕc.

4: Initialize soft update rate τ .
5: for each episode do
6: for each step t do
7: Observe current state sl

d(t).
8: Choose al

d(t) = Φa(s
l
d(t)|ϕa) +N where N is exploration factor.

9: if take al
d(t) violating (5.11b), (5.11c) then

10: Refine the action al
d(t) within the constraints.

11: end if
12: Take al

d(t), obtain reward W l(t) according to (5.22), observe next state sl
d(t+1).

13: Store the transition
(
sl
d(t), a

l
d(t),W

l(t), sl
d(t+ 1)

)
in M l.

14: end for
15: Sample a training-batch with Nbat transitions from M l.
16: Calculate the critic target by:

yt(t) = W l(t)− γΦt
c

(
sl
d(t+ 1),Φt

a(s
l
d(t+ 1)|ϕta)

∣∣ϕtc)
17: Update critic network parameter ϕc by minimizing critic loss function:

L(Φc) = 1
Nbat

∑
t

[
yt(t)− ϕc

(
sl
d(t), a

l
d(t)
∣∣ϕc)]2.

18: Update actor network parameter ϕa by minimizing actor loss function:
L(Φa) = − 1

Nbat

∑
t ϕc
(
sl
d(t),Φa(s

l
d(t)|ϕa)

∣∣ϕc).
19: Soft update target networks:

ϕtc = τϕc + (1− τ)ϕtc;
ϕta = τϕa + (1− τ)ϕta

20: end for
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State Design

Considering the variant numbers of users at each step, the state sl
d(t) has to be designed

with fixed number of dimensions instead of using all users’ locations. To find a properer
state which indicates the feature of user distribution with fixed size, the geometric center
cg(t) of all users in the served unit g at step t are selected. We choose cg(t) as the state
component to represent user distribution feature due to the following corollary:

Corollary 2. Given Pd(t) and the per-user power allocation mechanism in (5.16), the
lower bound of DC d’s achieved total throughput at step t can be maximized by hovering
above the geometric center cg(t) of all users in Ud(t).
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Figure 5.4: Real-world based simulation scenario.

Detail proof of the Corollary 2 is shown as follows.

Proof. According to the power allocation mechanism (5.16) for each user u ∈ Ud(t), the
achieved total throughput for DC d is:

Cd(t) =

Ud(t)∑
u

bU log2

[
1 +

Pd(t)βdu(t)∑Ud(t)
u βdu(t)

× β−1
du (t)

σ0bU

]
=

Ud(t)∑
u

bU log2

[
1 +

Pd(t)

σ0bU

∑
u∈Ud(t) βdu(t)

]
.

(5.18)
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For each step t, given Pd(t), σ0bU, bU, hd(t) = hopt
d (t) as constants, the maximal Cd(t) is

achieved by minimize
∑

u∈Ud(t) βdu(t), where

βdu(t) = 10
PLdu(rdu(t),hd(t))

10

=
(4πfc

c

)2

(hd(t)
2 + rdu(t)

2)× 10
Prlosηlos+

(
1−Prlos

)
ηnlos

10 .

(5.19)

Combine with (5.2), it is easy to prove that the component βlos = 10
Prlosηlos+

(
1−Prlos

)
ηnlos

10 is a
monotonic increasing function of D2U horizontal distance rdu(t). Given the system model,
the maximal D2U horizontal distance can be the diameter of one unit’s circumscribed
circle 2×Rd, which maximizes the max(βlos) = βmax

los . By applying the maximal βlos to all
users’ pathloss calculation, the upper bound of all users’ pathloss summation at step t is
calculated by:

UB
( Ud(t)∑

u

βdu(t)
)

= C

Ud(t)∑
u

(hopt
d (t)

2
+ rdu(t)

2)

= C

Ud(t)∑
u

rdu(t)
2 + C|Ud(t)|hopt

d (t)
2

(5.20)

where C = βmax
los

(
16π2f2c
c2

)
. Since the second component in (5.20) C|Ud(t)|hopt

d (t)
2

is constant,

the minimal upper bound can be calculated by minimize
∑Ud(t)

u rdu(t)
2, which is achieved

by the geometric center of all users. Note that the achieved total throughput Cd(t) is lower
bounded by using the upper bound defined in (5.20), therefore, we have proven that the
lower bound of achieved total throughput Cd(t) of DC d at step t can be maximized when
the DC hovering above cg(t).

According to Corollary 2, given different user distributions, flying towards cg(t) can
always be the optimal action to maximize the minimal guaranteed total throughput. Since
the purpose of the DDPG-TPRA algorithm is to learn the optimal deterministic action
for each state, using cg(t) in state design can not only simplify the state space, but also
provide guidance information for the DC’s trajectory planning at each step. Note that the
maximal total throughput at each step t might not be achieved by hovering above cg(t),
cg(t) only provides a search direction with high probability to find the optimal point nearby.
The exact optimal point maximizing total throughput is found by the DDPG-LTPRA
algorithm. Together with the DC location component zd(t), as well as the remaining
energy of DC within δr, the state for the DDPG-TPRA algorithm can be represented by:

sl
d(t) = [zd(t), cg(t), e

l
d(t)] (5.21)
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where el
d(t) ∈ [0, Er

δ].

Reward Design

The total throughput achieved by the DC is set as step reward for DDPG-TPRA algorithm,
together with a negative reward −wl

pun for states with Er
d(t) = 0:

W l(t) =


∑

u∈Ud(t) cdu(t), el
d(t) 6= 0

−wl
pun, el

d(t) = 0.

(5.22)

Details of the DDPG-TPRA algorithm for one DC are shown in Algorithm 6.

5.5 Simulations

To validate the performance of the proposed HDRLTPRA scheme, we build a real-world
based simulation scenario as shown in Fig. 5.4. The scenario contains all roads in the
campus region of University of Waterloo with a size of 2300m × 2000m. Three BSs are
included in the scenario, which are represented by solid-circles with their communication
coverage denoted by dotted lines in Fig. 5.4. The scenario is divided into 36 units, each
hexagon unit is represented by its circumscribed circle. In the simulation, vehicles are
considered as the high-mobility users. We build the scenario in traffic simulator VISSIM
to generate highly authentic vehicle traffic by jointly considering the impacts of traffic
signals, driver behaviors, traffic conditions, etc [120]. The total TPRA task period T is
set to six hours from 9:00-am to 3:00-pm. Without loss of generality, we set the GTP step
length δr = 15 minutes, and one step t length δt = 10 seconds. The service endurance for
each DC Td is set to three hours, which is reasonable according to the existing industry
products with 5+ endurance time[30]. We compare the performance of our HDRLTPRA
scheme with the non-learning-based baseline scheme in [52]. Detail simulation parameters
are shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. All simulations are running on the server with Intel
Xeon Gold 6128, 3.4GHz, 4 processors CPUs and 128G RAM.

In Table 5.2, the hyper-parameters of NNs are tuned by experiments. All those param-
eters can jointly impacts the NN outputs and convergence speeds. The NN output results
are sensitive to the architecture parameters of NNs, such as the number of layers, nodes
and batch size; while the convergence speed are more sensitive to the learning rate and
decay speed for reward and ε (randomness level). One interesting observation is that the
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Table 5.1: Simulation Parameters for HDRLTPRA Scheme

Parameters Numerical Values

BS radio coverage radius Rb 1200 m
DC radio coverage radius Rd 200 m
D2U parameters (ηLoS, ηNLoS, a, b) (0.1,21,4.88,0.43)
D2B parameters (α,A, θ0, B, η0) (3.04,-23.29,-3.61,4.14,20.7)
Carrier frequencies (D2U, D2B) (2.4 GHz, 850 MHz)
D2B pathloss constraint γDB 80 dB
DC maximal speed Vmax 10 m/s
P prop
d parameter (Pb, Pi, Vtip, Vh (577, 793, 200, 7.2

, D0, S0, ρ, A0) , 0.3, 0.05, 1.225, 0.785)
Full battery Energy Ed 300 Wh
Charging speed pcrg 1200 W/s
Noise spectral density σ0 −174 dBm/Hz
Total bandwidth BD 20 MHz
Maximal per user bandwidth constraint bU 1 MHz

form of active function impacts both output results and convergence performance signifi-
cantly. There for the most essential task for parameter tunning of HDRLTPRA scheme is
active function selection.

Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 show the trajectory planning results and performance of the MARL-
GTP algorithm with two and three DCs, respectively. Each BS is associated by no more
than one DC in both scenarios. Figs. 5.5(a) and 5.6(a) plot the global trajectory planning
results of the last three episodes out of 30000 episodes for both scenarios, in which the global
trajectories of different DCs are denoted by dash-lines with different colors. Each number
x associated to the units traversed by the trajectories indicates that the DC is planned
to serve the unit at the x-th GTP step. Since the HARL-GTP algorithm has reached
convergence, the trajectory planning results of the last three episodes are identical in both
scenarios. Note that the MARL-GTP algorithm tends to reduce overlapping between
different DCs’ trajectories. In both scenarios, all DCs are assigned to the associated BS
units at steps 13 and 25 (marked with black color). Given the three hours DC service
endurance, step 13 and 25 are exactly the steps at which the DC battery is used up.
This effect indicates that the charging behavior is successfully learned by the MARL-GTP
algorithm.

Figs. 5.5(b) and 5.6(b) show the convergence performance for training the MARL-
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Table 5.2: Neural Network Parameters for Simulations

Parameters Numerical Values

MARL-GTP Parameters

Number of layers for DQN 3 (except output layer)
Number of nodes for each layer (128, 64, 64)
Active function Relu
Minimal ε, ε decay (0.001, 0.0002)
Learning rate, reward decay γ (0.005, 0.9)
Replay buffer size, batch size (20000, 128)
Maximal episode, steps per episode (30000, 24)

DDPG-LTPRA Parameters

Number of layers for actor networks 3
Number of layers for critic networks 2
Number of nodes for actor layers (30, 30, 3)
Number of nodes for critic layers (30, 1)
Actor networks active function (Relu, Relu, tanh)
Critic networks active function (Relu, Relu)
Learning rates for actor, critic networks (0.001, 0.002)
Reward decay γ 0.9
Soft update rate τ 0.01
Replay buffer size, batch size (100000, 512)
Maximal episode, steps per episode (20000, 90)
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Figure 5.5: Global trajectory planning of 2 DCs by MARL-GTP algorithm.
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Figure 5.6: Global trajectory planning of 3 DCs by MARL-GTP algorithm.
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Figure 5.7: Local TPRA of single DC by DDPG-LTPRA algorithm.
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GTP algorithm in both scenarios. We can observe that all DCs’ episode rewards reach
convergence after 25000 episodes training. In reality, the times of the algorithm to reach
convergence in both scenarios are around 30 minutes. The performance comparisons of the
MARL-GTP algorithm and the baseline GTP algorithm in terms of the average number
of served users per GTP step are shown in Figs. 5.5(c) and 5.6(c), with their mean values
denoted by horizontal lines. Note that the MARL-GTP algorithm can serve more users
almost at all GTP steps, except for the few steps before the charging step. This effect
is caused by the punishment reward design in the MARL-GTP algorithm for learning
the charging behavior. In terms of the average number of served users over time period
T , around 20% − 25% improvements are achieved by the MARL-GTP algorithm when
compared with the baseline scheme.

Fig. 5.7 shows the TPRA results and performance of the DDPG-TPRA algorithm in
unit 20. The trajectory of the last three episodes over 20000 episodes training is shown
in Fig. 5.7(a). Note that the three trajectories are different in terms of each step’s action
choice, but all have the trend to follow the variations of vehicular users’ geometric center, as
shown in Fig. 5.7(a). This phenomenon indicates the DDPG-TPRA algorithm’s capability
to tracing the weight center of all users for maximizing total throughput. Fig. 5.7(b)
shows the convergence performance of the DDPG-TPRA algorithm. We can observe that
the mean value of the episode rewards approximates to 240 after 10000 episodes training,
which takes around 20 minutes running on the server. However, each episode reward still
varies between 200 to 280 after their mean value reaching convergence. This indicates that
the DDPG-LTPRA algorithm can successfully approximate a sub-optimal long-term TPRA
tread to maximize the accumulative throughput, but still requires longer training time to
converge to an exact optimal trajectory. The achieved per-user average throughput at each
step (within one episode) of the DDPG-TPRA and the baseline algorithms are shown in
Fig. 5.7(c). Since all users in the unit are served by the DC at any steps, the trajectory
designed by the non-learning-based baseline algorithm can converge to one point given the
statistic vehicle traffic over the whole episode [52]. As shown in Fig. 5.7(c), the TPRA
policy from the DDPG-TPRA algorithm achieves higher per-user average throughput than
that of the baseline algorithm at most steps, and the DDPG-TPRA algorithm overhauls
the baseline algorithm by 10% in terms of the achieved mean throughput over all steps.

By combining the MARL-GTP and DDPG-TPRA algorithm, the performance of the
HDRLTPRA scheme in terms of total throughput at each steps over T is shown in Fig.
5.8. This simulation is conducted in the two DCs scenario. We can observe that the
achieved total throughput is mainly dominated by the number of served users, which is
maximized by the MARL-GTP algorithm. Compared with the non-learning-based solu-
tion, the HDRLTPRA scheme can achieve 40% performance promotion in terms of the
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Figure 5.8: Accumulated throughput performance of HDRLTPRA scheme.

accumulative network throughput.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed the HDRLTPRA scheme for multiple DCs to serve high-
mobility users over the large area for a long time. Based on the hierarchical DRL frame-
work, we have decoupled the multi-DC TPRA problem into two hierarchical sub-problems
to reduce the environment complexity. For the higher-level multi-DC GTP sub-problem,
the MARL-GTP algorithm has been proposed, in which the MARL and multi-agent fin-
gerprint techniques are applied to promote convergence in complex environment. Given
the global trajectory planning results from the MARL-GTP algorithm, the DDPG-LTPRA
algorithm for lower-level LTPRA sub-problem has been designed to adapt DC movement
and allocate transmit power according to the real-time user distributions. Simulations
show the HDRLTPRA scheme can enhance the total network throughput by 40% when
compared with the model-based TPRA scheme.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Works

In this chapter, we summarize the main contributions of this thesis, and discuss future
research directions.

6.1 Main Research Contributions

In this thesis, we investigate the multi-DC 3D trajectory planning and resource allocation
issues in DA-RAN for both quasi-static and high-mobility terrestrial users. In specific,
three DC trajectory planning and resource allocation schemes are proposed for different
DA-RAN scenarios: i.e., the DI-PSO scheme designs quasi-static 3D deployment of multiple
DCs; the model-based multi-DC 3D trajectory planning and communication scheduling
scheme determines stationary trajectories and communication schedules; as well as the
DRL-based HDRLTPRA scheme generates dynamic TPRA decisions in response to the
high uncertainties of high-mobility users. Features of D2G communications, DC energy
consumptions, DC movements, and inter-DC interference are considered by the proposed
schemes. The proposed schemes can provide guidance for RAN operators in terms of the
implementation of DA-RAN and the design of their DC trajectory planning and resource
allocation strategies. The main research contributions of this thesis are summarized as
follows.

1. The general framework of DA-RAN was proposed, in which multiple DCs relay data
between the associated BSs and their covered users in specific AoIs. Based on the
state-of-the-art D2U and D2B channel pathloss models, the effective D2U communi-
cation coverage, D2B link quality, as well as the optimal flying height of the DC were
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theoretically analyzed. Then, we formulated the multi-DC 3D deployment problem
with the objective of maximizing the ratio of effectively covered users given a ded-
icated number of DCs. A DI-PSO algorithm was designed to find the sub-optimal
DC deployment results corresponding to different numbers of DCs, which can achieve
higher user coverage ratios with less iteration times when compared with the pure
PSO based algorithm.

2. We investigated the 3D trajectory planning of multiple DCs in which both the flying
heights and horizontal trajectories of DC are optimized together instead of optimizing
horizontal trajectories on a 2D plane. Considering the state-of-the-art D2U and D2B
pathloss models and the mutual interference of DCs, we formulated the multi-DC tra-
jectory planning problem as an MINLP, and decoupled it into multiple sub-problems
to resolve the non-convexity. Instead of modifying the 3D trajectories, we ensure
the inter-DC interference constraint by scheduling the start slot of each trajectory
to avoid introducing non-convex constraints in trajectory-related sub-problems. A
BCD based algorithm was proposed to separately optimize AoI association, D2U
communication scheduling, horizontal trajectories and flying heights of DCs in dif-
ferent sub-problems, respectively. Besides, a k -means-based scheme are devised to
generate the DC initial trajectories for further improvements on performance. Com-
pared with the quasi-static DC deployment algorithm based on PSO, the proposed 3D
trajectory planning and scheduling algorithm can significantly improve the network
performance and user fairness.

3. We proposed an effective multi-DC HDRLTPRA scheme for the scenario with high-
mobility users. In HDRLTPRA, the higher-level MARL-GTP algorithm addresses
the complexities caused by multiple DCs and long-term variations of user distribu-
tions, while the lower-level DDPG-LTPRA algorithm addresses the real-time varia-
tions of served user numbers and locations. This hierarchical DRL framework allows
the HDRLTPRA to converge to sub-optimal TPRA solutions with high probabil-
ity. To generate the global trajectories, we designed the MARL-GTP algorithm
which implements fully cooperative multi-agent DRL to fit the multi-DC environ-
ment. In specific, the multi-agent fingerprints and PER methods are applied to
design the hyper-parameters and NNs in MARL-GTP algorithm to address the non-
stationary environment and sparse rewards. We further designed the DDPG-LTPRA
algorithm executed by each DC independently to adjust the real-time DC movements
and resource allocations over continuous spaces, which addresses the real-time user
mobility. The complexity of DDPG-LTPRA’s input were reduced by mathematical
analyses of D2U communication to improve the convergence performance. The pro-
posed HDRLTPRA scheme can improve the total network throughput by 40% when
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compared with the model-based TPRA scheme.

6.2 Future Works

For the future research, there are some interesting related topics as follows.

1. Joint allocation of multiple resource for learning-based TPRA of DCs:
Except the communication resources (transmission power, bandwidth) considered in
this thesis, the computing and caching resources embedded by the DC can also be
allocated based on the trajectory planning results, especially for the learning-based
DC TPRA research. Existing learning-based TPRA works usually focus more on
the trajectory planning policy and only consider one type of resources. Therefore,
it is essential to investigate the joint allocation policies for multi-type resources in
learning-based TPRA research. However, both the action and state spaces can be
enlarged by involving more types of resources to be allocated, which further increases
the environment complexity. To ensure the convergence performance, special designs
of actions, states, and DRL frameworks must be applied in the DC TPRA schemes
jointly allocating multi-type resources.

2. Integrating with low-altitude satellite networks: To serve massive terrestrial
users without satellite communication terminals, the terrestrial-satellite access point
(TSAP) is implemented to relay communications between terrestrial users and low
earth orbit satellites (LEOs). Specifically, the TSAP can communicate with ter-
restrial users through various methods, such as C-band, WiFi, LTE-U and 5G-NR,
etc.; the TSAP-to-satellite (T2S) communication is carried by Ka-band for its high
throughput performance. The size and communication coverage of one TAST is com-
parable to a typical 5G small cell, which allows the TSAP to be implemented on the
DC for temporal communication supports over demanding areas. Leveraging the
DC TPRA research achievements, the dynamic deployment and trajectory design
problem for mobile TSAPs can be a promising research directions.

Since the mobile TSAP deployment problem integrates the DC TPRA and low-
altitude satellite networks, some specific features must be considered in the research.
First, compared with traditional backhaul links supported by wired networks, the
T2S backhaul link for TSAP is a typical satellite-to-ground wireless link whose ca-
pacity and achieved data rate are limited with relatively large variations. Besides,
since the effective serving time for one LEO to a dedicated terrestrial location is less
than 10 minutes, the frequent hand-over and inter-LEO data exchanges can further
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impact the T2S backhaul performance. To determine the dynamic deployment so-
lution for multiple TSAPs, a set of comprehensive T2S backhaul constraints must
be investigated with T2S channel models, inter-LEO hand-over and inter-LEO link
qualities being considered. Second, due to the long distance of T2S wireless links
and the limited data processing capability of LEOs, the capacity and delay per-
formance for user-to-LEO communications relayed by TSAP is too constrained to
support services with high-throughput or low-latency requirements. On the other
hand, for some delay-tolerant services requiring long-distance (cross-continent) data
transmission, the LEO network can provide better performance than terrestrial In-
ternet due to less switching nodes. Therefore, when determining the serving areas
for mobile TSAPs, we note only consider the spectrum scarcity, but also consider
the user and traffic distributions of services suitable for LEO network. In this way,
the mobile TSAPs are deployed to offload appropriate services traffic through LEO
network, and release terrestrial spectrum resources for local or high-QoS required
services. Third, leveraging the large coverage area of LEO network, and the direct
user-to-satellite (U2S) link between terrestrial user and LEO for data collection, it
is possible to conduct global optimization on LEO network for the deployment of all
TSAPs within its coverage. Compared with traditional DC deployment over large
area, the inter-BS or inter-DC coordination is substituted by LEO central control,
which reduces the communication overhead and response speed for traffic variations.
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